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Course Objective
This course assumes that you are already familiar and fairly proficient in the usage of at least one of
the various diagram-authoring capabilities offered by iGrafx®.
With that in mind, this particular course is designed to accelerate and improve team collaboration in
your organization. The course focuses primarily on key functionality to enable iGrafx® users to
become proficient in the daily usage of the centralized repository. As such, students will learn:
•

how to navigate through the iGrafx® Platform via the web interface

•

how to store, link, retrieve, and edit content from the repository via both, desktop client and
web browser interfaces

•

how to create an organization model that can be leveraged in process models and RACI
relationships

•

how to trigger and participate in cycle management activities

•

how to quickly identify the repository items that have been changed recently

•

how to “watch” items in the repository so that you’re automatically notified in case that
modifications, approvals, and/or annotations of those items occur

•

how to create reports and simple dashboards that help manage repository content

Both, Technical Repository Admins and Business Repository Admins can benefit greatly from this
course since some of the additional topics that are covered in this course may be part of their
domain, such as:
•

an overview of the iGrafx® Platform

•

user groups creation for managing permissions and license assignments

•

a detailed discussion of the security / permissions model in the iGrafx® Platform

Having a good understanding of the security model in iGrafx® will enable Administrators to put the
necessary standards in place to control the access of repository content.
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The iGrafx® Platform
The iGrafx® Platform consists of a suite of products that provide a secured collaborative
environment which enables you to model, improve, simulate, automate, analyze the performance,
and manage the risks of your Business Processes.
The iGrafx® Platform also allows you to document the RACI relationships of these Processes, as
well as document how the Processes are related to other aspects of your enterprise, including:
Strategies, Goals, Organizations, Roles, Systems, Requirements, etc. All of this information can
be maintained and presented to the broader business community via the iGrafx® Platform’s webbased interface. Alternately, you can present the information to consumers by publishing to
various reporting formats, such as the iGrafx® Process Narrative report or by publishing your
models to PDF format.
The capabilities that are available to an iGrafx® Platform user at any particular time, vary depending
on 3 key factors:
•

the User Interface being used (i.e., an iGrafx® desktop client product or a web browser)

•

the License(s) assigned to the user, and

•

the Permissions granted to the user at the Server, Repository, and Repository Item levels

The matrix below lists the capabilities that are available to users, based on licensing. The
capabilities that are available to users, based on permissions, are discussed in Chapter 6.

The iGrafx® Platform includes a central server with one or more repositories to store content.
Process-related diagrams can be created and edited via the BPMN Web Diagramming capabilities of
iGrafx® or by using any of the following iGrafx® desktop client products, each requiring its own
license per user:
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iGrafx® FlowCharter™
iGrafx® FlowCharter™ is a robust software environment for process mapping and modeling
process behavior. FlowCharter’s built-in intelligence, ease of use, and correct-by-construction
functionality provide you the ability to quickly create professional-quality diagrams to aid in visual
communication, analysis, and documentation. FlowCharter includes specialized functionality for
process, Lean, BPMN, Cause and Effect, and other types of diagramming and data capture.

iGrafx® Process™
iGrafx® Process™ is a robust environment for process mapping, process modeling, and process
simulation. iGrafx® FlowCharter™ functionality is included in iGrafx® Process™, providing the
interface to powerful process analysis capability. The iGrafx® Process™ user has access to Discrete
Event Simulation, as well as the comprehensive diagramming capabilities of iGrafx®
FlowCharter™.

iGrafx® Process™ for Six Sigma
iGrafx® Process™ for Six Sigma contains the complete functionality of iGrafx® Process™ plus
special capabilities for the Six Sigma methodology. The Six Sigma extensions include the ability to
fit real world data to a statistical function, to automatically create and run Design Of Experiments
(DOE), and an interface with Minitab® or JMP™ for statistical analysis.
Minitab is a trademark of Minitab Inc. JMP is a trademark of SAS Institute Inc.
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Accessing Repository Content
The iGrafx® Platform enables you to work in a collaborative environment by using Repositories to
store your documents. You can access repository content via any of our desktop client products
mentioned above or via the iGrafx® Platform’s web browser interface.

Repository Access via an iGrafx® Desktop Client
You can access repository content via the Explorer Bar which is accessible on any iGrafx® desktop
icon on the Toolbar Toolbox. Once the Explorer Bar is open,
client product, by first clicking the
you can click on the Repositories tab, as shown below:

Repository Access and Navigation via Browser
You may have one or more repositories defined for use in the iGrafx® Platform. Your System
Administrator will have enabled which repositories are available to you. In order to use a
repository, you must first connect to it. Your administrator should provide you with the following
information necessary to connect to the established repository that will be used for training:
 iGrafx® Platform URL
 Username
 Initial Password
To that end, follow the steps below to connect / log in to the training repository:
1.

In the Address bar of your browser enter the appropriate URL and press Enter. This should
display the iGrafx® Platform login screen:

2.

For Username, enter the provided Username (case sensitive)
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3.

For Password, enter the provided Password (case sensitive)

4.

Click the

command

Once you log in to the iGrafx® Platform, you can access the content of any repository (that you’ve
been given permission to access) via its repository tree. To access a repository tree, do the
following:
1.

icon on the upper left-hand side of the Platform Navigation pane to display the
Click the
Platform Navigation menu:

and then select the “Model” option:

Note: Clicking the
icon (right above the menu) will hide the Platform Navigation menu,
giving you more real estate space on your screen for viewing other items, such as diagrams.
2.

Upon clicking the “Model” option, the last iGrafx® repository that you navigated to should
display in the form of a repository tree (as shown below). It is also possible that if you’ve been
given permission to access only one repository in the iGrafx® Platform, then the tree of that
repository should display automatically.
The screenshot below shows an example of a repository tree for a repository called “Training”.
Note that the ability to view the repository tree is determined by whether you have the
repository-level permission called View Repository Tree.

You may choose to hide the repository tree to give you more room in your screen when viewing
items such as process diagrams. To hide the tree, click the bar that is called out by the arrow
in the screenshot above. To make the tree visible again, click the bar on the left hand side of
the screen (when visible).
If you’ve been given permission to access various repositories in the Platform, you can navigate
to another repository of your choice by doing the following:
A. Ensure that you’re in the “Model” section of the Platform (see step 1above).
© Copyright 2017 iGrafx®, LLC
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B. Click the icon that appears next to your name on the upper right-hand side of the
Platform Navigation pane:

C. The following dialog window, with several options, will appear. Click the
display the Repository Selection dialog:

icon to

D. The Repository Selection dialog shows all the repositories that you have permission to
access. Select the repository you want to access. A sample Repository Selection dialog is
shown below:

E. Once you select the repository of your choice, iGrafx® will display its repository tree.
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Help on iGrafx®
All of the iGrafx® Solution products share the iGrafx® Help system. There are several ways to
access online documentation and other helpful information.

Product Help via the Client
Access product-specific information through the Help menu:

iGrafx® Platform Help via the Browser
Once logged in to the Platform, you can access product-specific information by clicking the icon
next to your name (upper right-hand corner), and then selecting the About option, as shown below:

Then, from the dialog below, select the VIEW HELP command:

Quick Reference Videos - Online
To access quick reference videos on various capabilities of iGrafx®, you can visit our YouTube
Channel at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjm2J0KR8l7AHXNjmnec1wA
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Chapter 2 : Repository

2
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Repository Overview
An iGrafx® Platform repository is a Business Process Management (BPM) storage system. You may
think of it as a library to categorize, find, and control the processes and process-related information
within your enterprise. The iGrafx® products provide powerful solutions for general process
improvement methodologies, as well as specific methodologies such as Six Sigma, ISO 9000, Lean,
and IDEF0.

Key Benefits
A repository allows your enterprise to work together as a team to manage (visualize, model,
simulate, optimize, and organize) your processes. Some key repository benefits are:
•

Central Storage and Access Control: Allows easier access and maintenance of process, and
process-related information. Prevents unauthorized use.

•

Versioning and Audit Trail: Document and understand how your processes have changed, and
be able to use prior versions if necessary.

•

Cycle Management Procedures: Ensure that the processes you’re controlling have been
reviewed, approved, and/or endorsed for use by your enterprise.

•

Powerful Query (Searching) Capabilities: Easily find the process information you need.

•

Web Access: Easily share processes across the entire enterprise; anyone with a Web browser
and appropriate access can see and annotate information stored in the repository, & participate
in cycles.

•

Collaboration and Consistency: Check out single diagrams within an iGrafx® document, link
to or share common information, and use a consistent set of enterprise definitions across your
organization.

•

Link Management: When items are renamed or moved within a repository, all links are
automatically maintained.
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Opening a Repository
You may have one or more repositories defined for use in the iGrafx® Platform. Your System
Administrator will have enabled which repositories are available to you. In order to use a repository,
you must first open it.
Web

Client
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Show Window.

2.

Click the Open Repository button:

1.

Perform these steps as specified by your
instructor or iGrafx® administrator:
a. In the browser address bar, enter the
URL for the Server applicable to the
iGrafx® Platform you wish to connect to.
b. Enter your Username and Password and
then click Login.

Alternatively, (or if the Open Repository dialog box
doesn’t appear), from the Repositories menu, choose
Open Repository.
3.

The Open Repository wizard dialog box is displayed:

4.

Perform these steps as specified by your instructor or
iGrafx® administrator:

5.

a.

Choose or type the URL for the Server you
wish to connect to.

b.

Use single sign-on or credentials as
instructed by your administrator.

2.

Choose the Model area of the iGrafx®
Platform and the applicable repository, as
described in Chapter 1.

Click Next, choose the applicable repository and
click Open to connect to the repository.
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My Profile
Once you’ve logged into the Platform via the web interface, you have access to key information
about your profile. You can access and manage these details by clicking the icon next to your
name (upper right hand corner), and then selecting the My Profile option, as shown below:

Once you select this option, you will be presented with a screen that allows you to:
1. Manage your Settings as they relate to your applicable time zone, your date format
preference, changing your password, whether you want to see change markers in the
repository tree (refer to the Change Management section of this manual for additional
details), etc.
2. View your User Info as it relates to the iGrafx® licenses assigned to you; this can be useful
in troubleshooting, as licensing impacts the capabilities available to you in iGrafx®.
3. View the Cycle Group Memberships that for which you’ve been identified to be a
member of (i.e., participant) across all the repositories for which you are a User.
4. Manage the Objects that you’re currently “watching” across all the repositories for which
you are a User (refer to the Watching / Tracking Items in a Repository section of this
manual for additional details).

A sample screen of My Profile is shown below:
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My To-do List
Once you’ve logged into the Platform via the web interface, you have access to your To-do List so
that you can quickly access repository documents for which you need to take action on, such as
reviews, approvals, and endorsements.
You can access your To-do List by clicking the icon next to your name (upper right hand corner),
and then selecting the My To-do List option, as shown below:

Once you select this option, you will be presented with a screen that may look similar to this:
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Creating a Repository Structure
Out of the box, iGrafx® provides high-level folder structures to store your enterprise objects. These
folder structures are named such that they easily identify the type of enterprise objects that are
stored within them (e.g., Processes, Strategies, Resources, etc.). You will most likely need to create
folders within these high-level folders to better organize your enterprise objects by Region, Line of
Business, etc.
Similarly, you need folder structures to store and organize the models that you create in iGrafx® that
may visually describe your enterprise objects. For example, you may have a process model diagram
that describes an actual Process enterprise object. Both of these are represented as different items in
your repository that can be linked to one another.
In this section, we will cover how to create folders so that you can set up structures in your
repository to store the repository items (i.e., objects, files, etc.). To add a folder to a repository,
follow the steps below:

Web

Client
1.

Ensure you are connected to the appropriate
repository. In the Repositories tree window,
identify the location where the folder needs to go.
This location can be at the root-level of the
repository, within one of the high-level structure
folders that store enterprise objects, or an existing
folder in the repository.

1.

In the Model area of the iGrafx® Platform,
select the applicable repository, as described
in Chapter 1.

2.

In the Repository tree window, higlight
(click) the target location where the folder
needs to go. This location can be any of the
following:

If you want the new folder at the root level of the
repository, right-click the repository name and
choose New Folder. Otherwise, choose any
existing folder (including the high level folder
structures), do a right-click, and then choose the
New Folder menu option.
•

This displays the Add a Folder dialog box.
Type the name of your folder (e.g., Americas)
3.

•

a.

the root-level of the repository (in which
case you would highlight the repository
name)

b.

within one of the high-level structure
folders that store enterprise objects

c.

an existing folder in the repository (to
create a sub-folder)

Once you highlight the target location in the
command at the
repository tree, click the
bottom:

Click OK
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In the right frame, select “Folder” as the
Type of item being added to the repository
:
(via the dropdown list), and click

5.

Enter the Name of the new Folder, a brief
Summary description of the contents of the
folder (optional), and whether you want to
“watch” any changes to the properties of this
folder. Then click
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Adding / Downloading Documents
to/from a Repository
One of the main advantages of a repository is enabling a mechanism for sharing and managing
information, and the control over information itself. In addition, classification of documents at the
time data is published, or a change is made, allows easier reference of, and control over, the
documents.

Adding iGrafx® Files to a Repository
To store a new iGrafx® (igx) document to a repository, you will first need to “Add” vs. “Check-In”
the document, as checking in a document may only be performed on documents previously checkedout. Conversely, if you wish to “add” a new version of an iGrafx® document already in a repository,
you should first check out the document, make the change, and then check the document back in.
To add a new iGrafx® document to a repository and classify it with further information:
1.

If the iGrafx® file in question is already open and visible, go to step 2. Otherwise, open the
iGrafx® (igx) document in question via the File  Open menu option. Then, navigate to the
folder where you stored the file, and click the Open button.

2.

Right-click your mouse button on the Repository folder where you want to add the file, and
select the “Add filename” option from the context menu, where filename is the name of the file
you opened in step 1.
Alternatively, select the folder where you want to add the file, and then from the Repositories
menu, choose Add to Repository, and then choose Add “filename”.

3.

In the Add Document dialog box, enter any applicable Comments and populate any required
Custom Properties. Your dialog box should now look like the following:

Note: If you do not name your iGrafx® files to match the name you want in the repository, you
have an opportunity to change the name of the document at this point. You may also rename
files at a later time.
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Document Custom Properties
Your repository Administrator may define custom properties that need to be populated at the
document level. The screenshot above suggests that an Administrator has defined 2 custom
properties to be available for all documents; namely, Program Name and Scope of Change.
At the time a custom property is defined, the Administrator can choose whether this property
can remain empty or not (upon adding or checking in the document) or whether the value is
remembered from the last version of a checked in document. We will discuss the mechanics of
how to create custom properties later in this chapter.

Adding External Files to a Repository
The concept of external files applies to iGrafx® (igx) files that are not currently open and to
non-iGrafx® files (i.e., Excel files) that are not currently open.
You may only add iGrafx® (igx) documents to a repository, regardless of whether they are open
or not, via a Client product. That is, this capability is not available via the Web interface. If
you need to add an igx file that is not currently open, refer to the table below under the “Client”
column for the steps to follow. In the previous section, we discussed how to add iGrafx® files
that are currently open.
You may add non-iGrafx® documents to a repository via a Client or Web interface. To add
external non-iGrafx® files to a repository, choose the desired interface from the table below and
follow the steps, accordingly:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click your mouse button on the
Repository folder where you want to add the
external file, and select the “Add External
File…” option from the context menu.

2.

This displays the Add External File dialog box.

3.

Navigate to the folder where the external file is
currently stored and select it.

4.

Enter a Comment, if applicable.

5.

If needed, click the Properties button to
populate any Custom Properties required by
your administrator.

6.

If you want the file to remain checked-out after
adding it to the repository, ensure that the
Check Out checkbox is turned on; otherwise,
leave it off.

7.

Click Open.
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1.

In the Model area of the iGrafx® Platform, select
the applicable repository, as described in Chapter
1.

2.

In the Repository tree window, highlight (click)
the target location where the external file needs to
go. This location can be any of the following:
a.

the root-level of the repository (in which case
you would highlight the repository name)

b.

an existing folder in the repository that does
not contain enterprise objects

3.

Once you highlight the target location in the tree,
command at the bottom of the
click the
repository tree:

4.

In the right frame, select “External File” as the
Type of item being added to the repository (via
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the dropdown list), and click

5.
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:

command to browse for and
Click the
locate the external file you want to upload to the
repository. Once the file is identified, complete
the rest of the properties shown in the dialog
window (as needed) - including whether you
want to watch this item for any changes. When
.
done click
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Determining Where a non-igx File is Used /
Referenced
Non-igx files (e.g., PDF, Word Document, etc.) are typically stored in the repository so that they
can be referenced in your process diagrams via shape Links. Once you start accumulating non-igx
files in the repository, it may become useful to know whether these files have been referenced at all
in your process diagrams, and if so, it may be critical to know where exactly they’re being
referenced. Knowing this information allows you to perform impact analysis.
To that end, follow the steps below to identify where a non-igx file is being used / referenced via
shape links:
Web
1.

Select/highlight the applicable external file (i.e., non-igx file) in the repository tree.

2.

Click on the Relationships tab.

3.

Refer to the Object Links - Linked By Section.

NOTE: The example above shows how the “Process Report with Gaps” spreadsheet is being referenced
by the iGrafx® (igx) file called out by the checkmark. If you click the “+” sign that is in front of the igx
file name, you’ll expand this section so that you can see the applicable component and shape where the
external file is referenced.

Adding Multiple Files to a Repository
You may add multiple files at once to a repository. For example, if you have been working on a
project before you created a repository, and wish to add it all at once, you may do so.
To add multiple items to the repository:
1.

Select the repository, or folder in the repository, that you wish to add multiple items to. You
may do so by clicking your left mouse button in the Repositories Explorer window.

© Copyright 2017 iGrafx®, LLC
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2.

From the Repositories menu, choose Add to Repository and then Add Multiple... This displays
the Add Multiple dialog box.

3.

Browse to the folder you wish to add files for (for example, the folder containing training files).

4.

Select which type of files you wish to add to the repository in the “Add these file types:” dropdown. Choosing “*.*” will allow any file type to be added; the default is iGrafx® (“*.igx”)
files.

5.

Type in a comment about these files; the comment will be applied to each file.

6.

(Optional): Decide whether you want to look in all folders contained within the folder you
browsed to.

7.

(Optional): Add any files linked to by iGrafx® documents that are in the same folder, or some
sub-folder, of the folder you browsed to.

8.

(Optional): If errors are encountered during the add operation, the command may automatically
stop.
Your dialog box may now look similar to the following:

9.

Click the “Go!” button, to add all the files (of the type you specified), and optionally folders,
within the folder you browsed to.
Note: It’s not possible to add multiple files via the web.
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Editing Documents and Files in a
Repository
In order to edit a diagram stored in the repository, you must first check it out. For example, if you
want to add a sub-process to an existing process, you must check the document out of the repository
first. You may check out individual diagrams (components) of an iGrafx® file. Once you’ve
checked out an item, no other users may check it out to edit it, nor check in a newer or different
version. Other users may, however, still view a read-only copy of the document.
However, to edit properties about the item (or “meta-data”) that are maintained in the repository,
you may operate on the item properties directly. For example, you may wish to give an item a label
that you can search (query) for later.

Checking Out and Editing with the iGrafx® Client
To edit iGrafx® documents or external files stored in the repository, you must check out the item
first.

Checking Out a Document or File for Edit
To check-out an iGrafx® document or external file, from a repository:
1.

In the Repositories Explorer window, right-click the file you want to check out, and select the
Check Out menu option.
Alternatively, select the item or items that you want to check out, and from the Repositories
menu, choose Item, and then Check Out.

If you selected an iGrafx® file to check out, the file you checked out should now be open and
visible in iGrafx®. If you selected a non-iGrafx® file (e.g., an Excel spreadsheet) to check out,
then the application that is used to edit that file (e.g., Microsoft Excel) should be launched.
Note: You may select more than one file at a time in a repository, and perform certain
commands-- such as Check Out or Label Current Version-- on the set of selected files. To select
more than one file, click on the first file you want selected, then either:

2.

o

Hold the Shift key and click on another file to select all files between the two you clicked
on, or

o

Hold the Control (Ctrl) key and click on each file you want selected.

The Repositories window changes to show that the file is checked out, by displaying a check
mark over the checked out files:
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The document is now checked-out by you, and no other users may check it out to edit it, nor
check in a newer or different version. Other users may, however, still view a read-only copy of
the document, as explained in a later section.

Editing a Checked-Out File
To edit a checked-out document, edit it as you normally would with the applicable application.

Adding Annotations to a Diagram
You may add annotations to an iGrafx® diagram that are only visible, and maintained, in the
repository.
To add an annotation to the diagram:

Web

Client
1.

Open an iGrafx® diagram.

1.

2.

From the Insert menu, choose
Annotation. This displays the
annotation cursor:

In the repository tree, click the applicable iGrafx® document
(diagram), choose the Diagrams tab, and click the “View Diagram”
command to display the diagram in question.

2.

Just above the diagram frame, click the “Add annotation” icon to
display the annotation cursor:

Move the annotation cursor to where
you wish the annotation to be placed.

3.

Move the annotation cursor to where you wish the annotation to be
placed (e.g., right above a shape).

4.

Click your left mouse button to place the annotation. This places the
annotation icon and displays the Annotation dialog:

5.

Type your annotation and click OK.

3.
4.

Click your left mouse button to place
the annotation. This places the
annotation icon and displays the
Annotation dialog box:

5.

Type your annotation. You may click
the Spelling button to check the
spelling in your annotation.

6.

Click OK.

7.

To display the annotation, move your
cursor over the annotation icon:
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6.

To display the annotation, move your cursor over the annotation icon.

Checking In with the iGrafx® Client
To check in an edited (modified) iGrafx® document do the following:
1.

In the Repositories window, right-click the file you checked out. It should have a red check
mark indicator.

2.

Choose Check-In. This displays the Check In dialog box.
Alternatively, from the Repositories menu, choose Item and then Check In.

3.

In the Comment field, type a comment if applicable.

4.

Populate any custom properties that are mandatory:

5.

Click OK.

This closes the file and updates the Repositories window to show the document is now checked-in;
the red check mark is removed from the checked-out item.
Note: It’s not possible to check out or check in iGrafx® documents via the web.
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Undoing the Check-Out of a File
If you have not modified a file that you checked-out, or do not want to check in changes you’ve
made, you may wish to undo (cancel) the checked-out status of the item.
Web

Client
1.

Right click the item and choose Undo Check
Out.

1.

Select the repository item and choose the Details
tab.

2.

Alternatively, select the item(s) and from the
Repositories menu, choose Item and then Undo
Check Out.

2.

Click the

command

Note: When you undo the check out of an item, you will lose any changes you have made after you
checked the item out. iGrafx® will warn you of this potential loss of changes.

Creating new Versions of non-iGrafx® Files
When using an iGrafx® Client, new versions of non-iGrafx® files are created following the check
out and check in procedures documented above. The process is different when using the Web, where
the Upload a New Version command is used instead.

Web

Client
1.

Check out non-iGrafx® files following
the same steps documented above for
iGrafx® documents.

2.

iGrafx® copies the external file to your
repository local folder and opens the
file for editing in the 3rd party tool.

3.

4.

When your edits are complete, save and
close the file. It will be updated in the
local directory that it was copied to.
Check in the external file following the
same steps documented above for
iGrafx® documents.

1.
2.

Select a non-iGrafx® document from your repository
tree, such as a Word document.
On the right-hand side, select the External File tab, and
click

3.

Save the document to any location on your computer.

4.

Edit the document, save it, and close the file.

5.

In the repository tree, select/highlight the same file you
downloaded, and then click

6.

command, locate the
In the dialog, click the
updated file on your computer, and select it. Then,
populate the applicable properties in the dialog, and then
click
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Labeling an Item with the Client
You may wish to give items in the repository a label so that you can search on the label, and to
perform operations on the item. Labels are data about the item maintained by the repository, instead
of maintaining it in the item itself. This type of data is called meta-data.
To label a document or file:
1.

Right-click on the repository item you want to label and choose Label Current Version from the
menu. This displays the Label Current Version dialog box.
Alternatively, from the Repositories menu, choose Item and then Label Current Version.

2.

Type in the label that you want to “tag” the item with. You will be able to search on these
labels/tags when you run repository queries.

Note the warning in the dialog box: This ‘tags’ the current version with a label, and if this item
is checked out, your changes will not get this label because they have not yet been checked
back in and become the latest version of the item.
3.

Click OK, to close the label dialog box and label your item.

Note: It’s not possible to add multiple files via the web.
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Viewing Repository Items
You can access the contents of an iGrafx® Repository that you are working in via an iGrafx® Client
or via the “Model” option in the iGrafx® Platform Navigation pane (using a web browser). If you
wish to view the item itself, you may view a read-only copy versus checking the item out. You may
also view information such as the revision history, properties, and other meta-data of an item.

Refreshing the Repository Tree
Any change that you make to the repository will automatically show up in the Repository tree
window. You may wish, however, to refresh the contents of the Repository window to ensure that
you can see any changes other users have made to the repository. To refresh the repository tree
follow the steps below:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click in the
Repositories window
and choose Refresh
Window.

2.

Alternatively, from
the Repositories
menu, choose Refresh
Window.

1.

Navigate to the Model area of the Platform and display the applicable
Repository Tree.

2.

Use the appropriate browser refresh page command (e.g. hold down
CTRL and press F5).
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Breadcrumb Navigation
The Repository Tree serves as the primary method for accessing the items stored in your iGrafx®
repository while you’re in the “Model” section of the Platform. When you select a repository item
from the tree, iGrafx® adds it to the history of the last 5 items you’ve visited during your logged-in
session, and for each item you’ve visited, it also keeps track of the full path (hierarchy) of where
that item is stored with respect to your repository’s folder structure.
By keeping track of this information, the iGrafx® breadcrumb navigation capability allows you to
quickly navigate back and forth between previously-visited items or within the full folder structure
hierarchy of any given item; thus, keeping you from having to manually locate the items again via
the repository tree.
NOTE: iGrafx® allows you to turn OFF the Breadcrumb capability via your Profile settings. You
may choose to turn OFF breadcrumbs if you want to add more real-estate space in your screen for
viewing other items, such as diagrams:

You can control which type of breadcrumb navigation you want to use at any given time by clicking
the
icon in the upper right-hand side of the Navigation pane (located below your name and
repository name), as called out in the screenshots below. The two breadcrumb navigation options
are:

The screenshot below depicts an example of what the Show Recent History breadcrumb looks like.
This example shows the last 5 repository items that were visited. You can navigate directly to any
of them by just clicking on them:

The screenshot below depicts an example of what the Show Ancestors breadcrumb looks like.
Provided that you have permission to see the repository tree, this option allows you to see and
navigate the full repository path (hierarchy) that leads to the item that is currently selected in the
tree. You can click on any part of the path to navigate to that (ancestor) location:
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Viewing Diagrams / View Diagram Mode
Diagrams that are created using an iGrafx® client product, such as FlowCharter or Process, are said
to be igx-based. Diagrams created directly via the iGrafx® Platform’s browser interface are said to
be web-based. Both, igx-based and web-based diagrams can be viewed via the iGrafx® Platform’s
browser interface. This section describes the capabilities that are available to you via the iGrafx®
Platform’s web interface, with regards to whether the View Diagram Mode is enabled (ON) or
disabled (OFF). By default, the View Diagram Mode is turned OFF when an igx-based or webbased diagram is highlighted/selected in the repository tree. You can turn/toggle the View
Diagram Mode ON or OFF, as you please.
When the View Diagram Mode is OFF, it allows users to examine aspects of the selected diagram
component - as a whole, such as its Purpose, a Summary description, RACI details, Custom
Properties, and Historical (version) information. Users cannot see the graphical aspects of the
diagram when the View Diagram Mode is OFF. Users must explicitly turn the View Diagram Mode
ON (as explained later on) to actually view the graphical diagram.
When the View Diagram Mode is ON, it allows users to view the graphical aspects of the selected
diagram component. It also allows users to examine the details about any enterprise objects and
relationships being described by the overall diagram, its individual shapes, and/or swimlanes that
are depicted on the diagram. You can also view, add, and delete Annotations to the diagram when
the View Diagram Mode is ON.

Web
Turning the View Diagram Mode ON to view the graphical aspects of a diagram.
1.

Select/highlight the applicable diagram (igx-based or web-based) in the repository tree.

2.

On the right-hand pane, select the Diagram tab. As previously noted, the View Diagram Mode is
turned OFF by default. For this reason, you cannot see the graphical aspects of the diagram you
selected (yet).

3.

To turn the View Diagram Mode ON, click the

4.

Once you click the
the next page (see callout
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Turning the View Diagram Mode OFF to go back and view other aspects of the diagram component.
5.

To turn the View Diagram Mode OFF, click the
icon on the upper left hand corner of the right
above). Doing so will allow you to go back and view other aspects of the diagram
pane (see callout
component, as shown below:
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Viewing non-igx Files - Directly from the
Repository Tree
To view a non-igx file, you can download it directly from the repository tree by following the steps
listed below:
Web
1.

Select/highlight the external file (i.e., non-igx file) in question on the repository tree.

2.

Click on the External File tab.

3.

Click the

command. The file will be downloaded to your “Downloads” folder.

Viewing non-igx Files – Directly from a
Shape
If a non-igx file (e.g., PDF, Spreadsheet, etc.) has been linked to a shape in a process diagram, you
may choose to download a copy of the file directly from the applicable shape to view it, without
having to check out the diagram file from the repository.
To that end, follow the steps below to download the file directly from a shape:
Web
1.

Using the repository tree, select/highlight the diagram that contains a shape with a link to an external
file (i.e., non-igx file).

2.

Click on the Diagrams tab.

3.

Click the

4.

Once the diagram is displayed, select the shape that has a link to an external file. Refer to shape “a” in
the process diagram below for an example.

5.

Click the

command.

command. The file will be downloaded to your “Downloads” folder.
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Viewing iGrafx® Documents via Client
You may display the components of an iGrafx® document by doing the following:
Client
1.

In the Repositories window, click the plus (+) sign next to the iGrafx® document that you want to view.
This expands the list of iGrafx® components.

Components: Each of the diagrams, simulation-related data, or other components of an iGrafx® document
will be listed in the view. Within a component, you may see one or more of the following, depending upon
the type and content of the diagram:
a. Child Diagrams: A list of the diagrams that this diagram links to.
b. Parent Diagrams: A list of the diagrams that link to this diagram.
c. Lanes: The swimlanes used in the diagram, if any.
d. Linked Files: Any links to external files in the repository.
Diagram Objects: Lists the individual shapes in the diagram along with the shape number and shape text.
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Viewing Versions of an Item
You may view a summary of the versions of (history of changes to) a document, view a specific
version of an item, view specific “Property” information about each revision (version) of the
document, and even view a specific version by how it’s labeled.

Viewing Item History
To view the summary of change history for a document:
Web

Client
1.

Select a repository item (i.e., an igx file).

1.

Select a repository item (i.e., an igx file).

2.

Click History. This displays the History dialog
box:

2.

Choose the History tab.

Viewing a Version of the Item
To view a read-only version of the item:
Web

Client
1.

In the History dialog box, click the
version you wish to view.

2.

Click the View button
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command (to
With the History tab visible, click the
the right of the version number) for the version you wish
to view.
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Viewing a Version’s Properties
To view the Properties of a specific version of a document:
Web

Client
1.

In the History dialog box, click a version
to select it; if it is not already selected.

2.

Click the Properties button, and then
choose the Repository Properties page.
This displays the Repository Item
Properties dialog for the version:

3.

Click Close (to close the Item Properties
dialog box).

4.

Click Close (to close the History dialog
box).
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Viewing by Label with the iGrafx® Client
You may view an item by its label; this will view the specific version of the item with that label.
To view an item by label:
1.

Right-click on the item and choose View Labeled Version. This displays the View Labeled
Version dialog box:

Alternatively, you may select the item in the Explorer window and from the Repositories menu,
choose Item and then View Labeled Version.
2.

Choose the labeled version you wish to view in the drop-down menu.

3.

Click OK.

The item you chose to view is opened in a read-only (viewable and not editable) state.
Note: It is not possible to view by label with the Web.
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Comparing Versions of igx-based
Diagrams
iGrafx® gives you the capability to compare a particular version of an igx-based Process Diagram to
another version in order to determine “what has changed” between versions. This feature is only
available via the web interface (i.e., not available via any of the diagram-authoring Client tools).
Note that you can only compare versions of diagrams if the Diagram View Mode is OFF.
A key thing to remember here is that this feature compares diagrams, not igx files. This implies that
for igx-based diagrams, you must navigate to the diagram by first selecting the igx file via the
repository tree window where the document resides. Then, click the symbol to the right of the
igx file name to expand and view its contents, and then select the diagram within it that you wish to
analyze, as shown below. You will find the Compare command in the History tab for that diagram.

Note that the History tab shows all of the versions applicable to the selected diagram. Based on the
data shown above, let’s say you want to compare Version 2 to Version 1 of the Process 1 diagram.
To do this, you would first click the Compare command that corresponds to the Version 2 line
item. Upon clicking the Compare command, iGrafx® presents you with the following dialog, where
you would choose Version 1 via the dropdown list, and then you would click the COMPARE
VERSIONS button:

Clicking the COMPARE VERSIONS button will launch the Comparison View page. A ‘custom’
view of the Comparison View page is shown via the screenshot on the next page. It is a custom
view because:
we have chosen to Minimize (hide) the descriptive details of the changes so that we can focus
only on the graphical changes; that is, we want to see any:
o

addition of graphical items, represented by
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o

removal of graphical items, represented by

o

resizing of graphical items, represented by

o

movement of graphical items, represented by

o

addition/removal of notes, represented by a green or red

o

movement of out flow lines, represented by

o

renaming of graphical items, represented by

icon next to an orange shape

along the line leading to an orange shape

we have chosen to show the Filtering options so we can choose which types of changes to
icon again will
display on the actual diagrams (e.g., Add, Line, Move, etc.); clicking the Filter
close the window showing the options

we have chosen to display both diagrams “side by side” (Version 1 is on the left hand side)

NOTE: To close the Comparison View page, click the
icon.

command in front of the

Comparison View

Based on the screenshot above, we can see that the following changes took place between the 2
versions of the diagram:
1.

A new Phase was added in Version 2 (in the middle of the diagram) named Phase 2.

2.

The right-most phase on the diagram was renamed during Version 2 (i.e., it used to be called
“Phase 2” in Version 1 of the diagram. The right-most phase is now called “Phase 3”, per
Version 2 of the diagram).

3.

The process flow line coming out of Step F that used to exist in Version 1 has been removed
and no longer exists in Version 2.
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4.

The process flow line coming out of Step E is now going to Step F, per Version 2. This process
flow line used to go from Step E to the End shape in Version 1 of the diagram.

5.

A new process flow line was added from Step F to Step G in Version 2.

6.

A new process flow line was added from Step G to the End shape in Version 2.

7.

The shape for Step F was moved and a new Note was added to the shape in Version 2. You can
tell it is a new note because the
icon is green.

8.

The End shape was moved in Version 2.
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Querying Information in a Repository
iGrafx® has powerful searching capabilities to help you manage repository items.

Searching for an iGrafx® Document
iGrafx® provides a powerful capability to search specific fields of information for items in the
repositories that you have been given permission to access. You may do a simple search, or create
complex combination queries.

Simple (Quick) Query
You may perform a simple, quick query of the repository, using pre-defined properties to search on.
To perform a quick query:
Web

Client
1.

Type a search term in the search box at the
bottom of the Repositories tab of the Explorer
button.
Bar and then press Enter or click the

1.

In the top left frame of the iGrafx® Platform
display, type the search term in the Search box
button. For
and then press Enter or click the
this example, we will search for repository items
that have the word “Risk”.

2.

Search results will appear (if any) once press
Enter. To filter the search results by property,
repository, or object type, select options in the
“Refine search” box:

For example, if you want to search for anything
with “order” in its name, notes, department, or
other text, type “order” in the search box:

2.

To choose which properties you wish to search
on, by clicking on the options menu button. This
displays the Search Options dialog box:

3.

Click the ‘Details…’ button to see which noniGrafx® file types are being searched.

4.

After clicking the Find button, the results of
your query are shown in the Repositories
window, in a tab that shows your query term.
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Customizing the Query Results Display (i.e., Columns)
As an example, the search entered on the previous page may have displayed the following results:

You may customize what properties (columns) are shown in your query results window. To do so:

Web

Client
1.

Right-click over the query title and
choose Define Columns. This
displays the Query Columns dialog
box:

2.

In the Available area, select a
property and click the Add button.

3.

For example, adding Comments will
update the dialog:

4.

Click OK. You may need to make the
Query window wider to see all
columns added.

If you have the proper license and permissions, you can
customize the search results display:
1.

Within the Repository Configuration area of the Platform,
choose “Item Properties”.

2.

In the “Viewed in Object List Tables” section, select an
button.
“Available” property and then click the

Note: Depending on your Search Options settings, you can Query Custom Properties but you can’t
create a Query column displaying Custom Property names. Use the iGrafx® Platform Reports area to
list objects with Custom Property names (as columns) and their values.
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Using the Query Builder in the iGrafx® Client
To perform a simple, single-clause query for an item name:
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Queries, and then New. This displays the Query Builder
dialog window.

2.

In the “Show items where” section, click Name from the drop-down menu.

3.

To the right of the Name, choose the operator “=” (equals).
There are other operators to choose from when you choose a property (field) that allows
comparative operators like “<=”.

4.

To the right of the operator, type “*order*”. The “*” character matches any characters, so you
are searching for anything with ‘order’ in the name. Your query window should now look
similar to the following:

Note: Queries allow the use of “*” as a wildcard match, instead of the usual “%” character as a
wildcard typically used in databases. The “*” indicates any character(s) should be matched. It is
like doing a Find in Windows Explorer of “*order*”
5.

(Optional) Type in a label to query by. We will not use a label in this example.

6.

Click OK. This generates a Query and displays it in the Repositories window.

7.

In the Query1 window, right-click the “Order Fulfillment” document, and choose Select in
Tree.

8.

The USA Order Fulfillment process is highlighted in the Training repository.
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Combination Clause Query in the iGrafx® Client
You may also create more complex queries by combining query clauses together using logical
operators.
For example, we may wish to find all iGrafx® documents that you have modified.
1.

Right-click over the Query1 tab in the Repositories window and choose New Query.

Alternatively, you may select the Repositories menu, choose Queries, and then choose New
Query.
2.

In the “Show items where” section, click “Type” from the drop-down menu.

3.

Ensure the operator is “=” and set the right column to “Document”.

4.

Click the Add button to add a clause to the query.

5.

In the left column of the new clause, choose “Modified by”

6.

Retain the “=” operator and type your username (you entered it when you connected to the
repository) in the right column.

7.

If you type a label such as “My modified docs” in the “With Label” field, then your dialog box
should look like this:

8.

Click OK.
The query window updates to show you the match for your criteria.
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Cycle Management of a Repository Item
The iGrafx® Platform has the capability to manage repository items through a cycle of review,
approval, and endorsement.
Cycle management allows users to actively participate in ensuring that repository content is the best
that it can be. Users can do the following:
1.

Review content for correctness.

2.

Vote on which items in the repository should be designated as “approved,” and thus to be
able to limit users to viewing only approved items in the repository.

3.

Provide an “endorsement” that the item has been viewed and understood.

Your Administrator can set up email notifications to users about cycle management actions such as
review, approval, or endorsement that needs to occur, when a cycle is canceled or complete. Having
email notifications configured also allows scheduling cycles to occur at specific points in time or on
a recurring basis. In addition, users can ‘Subscribe’ to be emailed when certain changes to items
within the repository occur; such as when an item is modified (checked in), approved, or annotated.
This allows individuals or groups to be aware of, and involved in, the necessary actions on an item.

Review of a Repository Item
Reviews are the first stage of managing a cycle on a repository item. In order to have an item in the
repository reviewed, you must set who may review it, start the review cycle, and have the
designated list of reviewers acknowledge their review of the item.

Creating a Custom Cycle Group (e.g., List of Reviewers)
In order to have users review your item, you must first designate who will review the item. You
designate who can review your item by using pre-defined or custom cycle groups. Named cycle
groups are globally available for re-use and can be created by your repository administrator or if
you’ve been given the appropriate repository-level permission, as described in a subsequent section
of this chapter. On the other hand, custom cycle groups (with no names) are not globally available.
You can create custom cycle groups if you have “Set Reviewers” permission for an item. By
default, new documents and files added to the repository are set to use a pre-defined cycle group
defined by your administrator.
To define a custom cycle group of users that will review your item:
Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, right-click a repository
item (i.e., an igx file), and choose Manage
Cycles.

2.

Select (click on) the Review line, to select
the Review cycle.

3.

Click on the User List button. This displays
the Item Reviewers dialog box:
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2.

Choose the “MANAGE CYCLES” tab.

3.

Click the

icon corresponding to Review Cycle.
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4.

Under “Cycle Group”, click “Change”

5.

In the “Select Cycle Group” drop down, choose
“Custom Cycle Group”

6.

Click CREATE CYCLE GROUP

Click the list drop down (that says “Default
Reviewer Group”), and choose Custom.

7.

Click ADD USER/GROUP

5.

This updates the dialog box with new
options.

8.

6.

Click the Add button and choose Users, to
add users to your reviewer list.

Search and Choose the applicable users that will be
nominated to participate in the review cycle.
Choose at least 2 members/users.

9.

Click CONFIRM SELECTION

4.

7.

Select two or more users in the Users dialog
box including yourself:

8.

Click OK and your Item Reviewers dialog
box now displays the new user(s).

9.

Select the review method by clicking the
user list heading and then click the right or
left arrow buttons:

10. Once you’ve selected at least 2 participants, choose
any review method by changing the drop-down
shown here:

11. If desired, to change the review order, drag and drop
the participant names in the displayed list:
10. If desired, use the “Move Up” or “Move
Down” buttons to change the review order.
11. Click OK and the custom cycle group is
created.
12. Click CREATE CYCLE GROUP and the custom
cycle group is created for this repository item.
At this point, we have not given a name to this
custom cycle group. Not having a name means that
this custom group can be reused for a future cycle
(of this type) but is only available for this repository
item. Later, you’ll learn how to assign names to
custom cycle groups - allowing them for reuse on
all types of cycles and all repository items that can
go through cycle management.

.
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Starting a Review Cycle
Once the reviewers of an item have been defined, you need to start the review cycle so that the item is
‘nominated’ for review, and user(s) you’ve listed can review the item. If configured by your administrator,
the reviewers are notified by email that they have a repository item to be reviewed.
To start a review cycle:
Web

Client
1.

Ensure you are in the Manage Cycles dialog
box. If necessary, right-click an item and
choose Manage Cycles.

2.

Click the Review cycle line to select it.

3.

Click the Start button. The Start Cycle
dialog box is displayed, so that you can
double-check that the users you have
specified for the review are correct. You
may also change the user list if desired.

4.

Click Start, to save and close the Start
Cycle dialog box. The review cycle is
started, and the status is updated from Not
In-Process to In-Process in the Manage
Cycles dialog box:

5.

1.

In the “MANAGE CYCLES” tab for a selected repository
item, click the
icon on the Review Cycle line to
expand the section and view the review cycle’s options:

2.

To inspect and/or change the Reviewers List before
starting the Review Cycle, click CHANGE on the
“Current Cycle Group” line:

3.

Click START CYCLE NOW command to start the
Review Cycle for the selected item:

4.

Note that the review status for the selected item is
updated to “In-Progress”:

Leave the Manage Cycles dialog box open

Note: Your company may have a policy against the author of an item reviewing, approving, or endorsing
an item. iGrafx® will not prohibit you from allowing yourself to be a member of these groups, as long as
you are the owner of an item, or have the ability to set the cycle list for an item.
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Naming a Custom Cycle Group
In a previous section, we created a custom list of reviewers by creating a Custom Cycle Group that was only
applicable to Review Cycles of a specific repository item. In this section, we will discuss how you can give a
name to a custom cycle group and the effects of that action. By providing a name to a custom cycle group,
the custom cycle group is promoted to a “Global” cycle group. As such, this will allow all users to leverage
and use that named group for all types of cycles and for all other repository items that can go through cycle
management. Global Cycle Groups are also discussed in a subsequent section in this chapter.
Note: To create named cycle groups, your Administrator must first assign you to a repository role that
includes the Manage Repository permission. Once you have the permission, you can name a custom cycle
group by doing the following:
Web

Client
1.

Click the Review cycle line to select it.

2.

Click the User List button.

3.

In the Item Reviewers dialog, click Name

4.

Enter any name you want for the Name and
click OK

1.

In the “MANAGE CYCLES” tab for a selected
repository item, click the
icon on any of the
Cycle lines (e.g. Review Cycle line) to expand
the section and view the cycle’s options.

2.

Click the CHANGE command on the “Current
Cycle Group” line that already has a “Custom
Cycle Group” already selected:

3.

Provided that you have already created a Custom
Cycle Group for this repository item (i.e. a cycle
group with multiple members, as shown below),
click CREATE NAMED CYCLE GROUP
command:

4.

In the “Group Name’ box, enter an applicable
descriptive name for the group and click the
CREATE NAMED CYCLE GROUP command:

As noted earlier, named Cycle Groups are
available to all users for usage on any type of
Cycle and on any item in this repository that
can go through Cycle Management.

As noted earlier, named Cycle Groups are
available to all users for usage on any type of
Cycle and on any item in this repository that can
go through Cycle Management.
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Using Named Cycle Groups and Sub-Groups
iGrafx® gives you plenty of flexibility when defining the sequential and/or hierarchical order (i.e., the flow)
that participants of Review, Approval, or Endorsement Cycles need to follow in order for them to review,
approve, or endorse repository documents.
Part of that flexibility consists of leveraging Named Cycle Groups (as discussed in the previous section) to
create hierarchical structures that drive the priority and optionality of who needs to take action on the
document (e.g., review it) before other users have to take a similar action. As an example, to create a
hierarchical structure of groups and sub-groups that define the Review Cycle flow of a repository item,
perform the following:
Web

Client
1.

In the Manage Cycles dialog, click the
Review line, to select the Review cycle.

2.

Click on the User List button.

3.

In the Item Reviewers dialog, click the
Add button and choose Sub-Group:

Note: this is where you could choose to
use an existing cycle group.
4.

Select the sub-group heading.

5.

Use the Add button to add users to the
sub-group as desired.
The sub-group can also be re-ordered
with other users in the main list and you
can specify the review action within the
sub-group.

6.

1.

In the “MANAGE CYCLES” tab for a selected
icon to open the Review
repository item, click the
Cycle section.

2.

Under “Cycle Group”, click the

3.

In the “Select Cycle Group” drop down, choose
“Custom Cycle Group”

4.

Click

5.

Search and choose an existing named group and click
the
command:

6.

Click the
command. Your screen should
look very similar to the one below:

7.

Under the Subgroup, click the
command to add users to the sub-group as desired.

command.

and then click

Click Cancel

The sub-group can also be re-ordered with other users in
the list and you can specify the approval action within
the sub-group.
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8.

Click the

command when done.

Reviewing Items
Once an item has been nominated for review, all the users in the reviewer list will have that item added to
their “Review To-Do List.” The items on the to-do list may then be checked, reviewing the item for accuracy
or other factors. Once you’re ready, you may then formally review the item.

Checking Your Review To-Do List
To check your Review To-Do List:
Web

Client
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Cycles and
then Review To-Do List.

2.

The Repositories Explorer updates to show the
“Review To-Do” query tab and a list of items
that you need to review:

1.

In the upper-right corner, click the icon next
to your name and then select “My To-do List”
from the context menu:

Your To-do List is displayed:

You can click on the applicable repository item
listed on your To-do List so that it takes you to a
page where you can complete the action on the
item.
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Checking the Item to Review
Once you see the items in your Review To-Do list, you should check the item for any feedback you have in
the review cycle. For example, you may want to view the item to check for annotations and recent changes.
You can also view the item properties including recent comments on new versions.
Web

Client
1.

2.

Right-click the item in your to-do list, and
choose View Current Version. The current
version of the item is viewed. Close the
document when you’re done reviewing it.

1.

Click the document name under “Items to Review”.

2.

If the document in question has diagrams, click the
Diagrams tab and then click on the VIEW
DIAGRAMS command to view the applicable
diagram in the document. When done reviewing the
diagram(s), turn the View Diagram Mode OFF by
clicking .

Right-click on the item (or one of the items)
in your to-do list, and choose Properties.
This displays the Item Properties dialog
box; ensure the Repository Properties page
is shown

3.

4.

Review the Comments and other fields. This
will help you, for example, decide whether
you want to view the item for more
information or not.
Click Cancel, to close the Repository Item
Properties dialog box.

While the View Diagram Mode is OFF, make sure
that the document in question is still highlighted
(selected) in the repository tree - as opposed to
having a diagram component highlighted.
3.

Click the “Item Properties” tab to review current
properties as part of your review.

4.

Click the History tab to review comments that were
added during check-in as part of your review.

Finishing the Review of Items in Your Review To-Do List
To Review an item in your to-do list:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click on the item in your to-do list,
and choose Review. This displays the
Review dialog box.

1.

After performing the above steps, click the
DIAGRAMS tab while the document in question is
highlighted in the repository tree.

2.

Click the Review radio button, to
indicate you have finished reviewing the
item.

2.

Take the applicable action on the document. For
example, you may want to add a comment (e.g. “Looks

3.

Add comments about the item under
review.

4.

(Optional) If your enterprise has issued
digital signatures, you may digitally sign
the review.

5.

Your dialog should look similar to the
following:
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6.

Click OK.

7.

Right-click on the Review To-Do list
query, and choose Remove Query, if you
are done reviewing items. Your Review
To-Do list will be empty if you have
reviewed all items in your to-do list.

Checking Pending Actions and the Manage Cycle Log
When an item is In-Process for a Review (or Approval or Endorsement), you may check any pending actions
that need to be completed for the cycle, and also check the cycle log for what has occurred.

Checking Pending (In-Process) Actions
You can check the status of a Cycle that you have started, by checking Pending actions:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click on an item that you created and
started a cycle on, and choose Manage Cycles.
This displays the Manage Cycles dialog box:

2.

Select the line you want to check the Pending
status for. For example, select the Review line, to
select the Review cycle.

3.

Click the Pending button. This displays the
Pending dialog box:

4.

1.

Select a repository item that you created and
started a cycle on.

2.

Choose the MANAGE CYCLES tab.

3.

The pending actions are listed under the “InProgress Cycle” heading:

4.

(Optional) If configured by your administrator
and:
a.

You want to send an email reminder to
those users that have not yet taken action,
click

b.

You want to schedule regular reminders to
users with pending actions, click

(Optional) If configured by your administrator
and:
a.

You want to send an email reminder to those
users that have not yet taken action, click the
Send Reminders Now button. A dialog box
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will tell you that reminders were sent; it may
take a while for the user to receive the email
reminder.
b.

5.

You want to schedule regular reminders to
users with pending actions, you can check the
box next to the “Remind users of pending
actions every” option, and specify a number
of days between regular reminders.

Click OK, to close the Pending dialog box.

Checking the Log
You may check a log of actions that have been performed for each type of cycle. To check the log:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click on an item that you started a cycle on,
and choose Manage Cycles. Select the line you
want to check the log for.

2.

Click the Log button. This displays the Log dialog
box, and gives you a read-only log of actions that
have been performed on the item.

3.

Click Close, to close the Log dialog box.

4.

Click Close, to close the Manage Cycles dialog
box.

Note: If you want to check the log for past cycles, use
the History of the item. Right-click on the item and
choose History, select the entry for the Review (or
Approval or Endorsement) and click the Log button.

1.

Select a repository item that you started a cycle
on.

2.

Choose the Manage Cycles tab.

3.

The log is listed under the “In-Progress Cycle”
heading:

Note: If you want to check the log for past cycles,
choose the History tab then click “View Cycle”
under the version number and next to the cycle type
name (e.g. “Reviewed”).

Viewing the Review Cycle Log
You may view the log for the Review cycle, to understand who reviewed the item, see comments
made, and see the dates and times of Review steps.
Once a cycle is complete, to view the Review log:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click the document you started a Review
cycle on in the Repositories window, and choose
History. This displays the History dialog box.

2.

Select an entry marked “Reviewed” in the history:
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3.

Click the Log button. This displays the Log dialog
box:

The cycle log is displayed:

Note: The picture above shows the comment text that
appears when you click on a line that has comments (a
review by a user that made comments). To see long
comments, resize the dialog box by dragging the
bottom-right corner.
4.

Click Close, to close the Log dialog box.

5.

Click Close, to close the History dialog box.
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Approval of a Repository Item
Approval is the second stage of managing a cycle on a repository item. In order to approve an item
in the repository, you must set who may approve it, start the approval cycle, and have the designated
list of approvers vote. You may also review the approval pending actions and log.
Approving an item is very similar to Reviewing an item. Some brief instructions are given here for
training purposes, and to identify the differences between the Review and Approval processes.

Creating an Approver List
In order to have users vote on whether your item should be approved, you must first designate who
will vote on whether the item is approved or not.
To define a list of approvers, please refer to the instructions above for Creating a Custom Cycle
Group (e.g., List of Reviewers). The process of creating an Approver list is essentially the same as
creating a Reviewer list.

Starting an Approval Cycle
Once the approvers of an item have been defined, you need to start the approval cycle so that the
item is ‘nominated’ for approval, and user(s) you’ve listed can vote yes or no on the item.
To start an approval cycle:

Web

Client
1.

Ensure you are in the Manage Cycles
dialog box (if necessary, right-click an item
and choose Manage Cycles).

2.

Select (click on) the Approval cycle line to
select it.

3.

Click the Start button. The Item Approvers
dialog box is shown. Either click OK to
accept the list, or modify the list and then
click OK. The approval cycle is started,
and the status is updated from Not InProcess to In-Process in the Manage
Cycles dialog box. This changes the icon
for the item in the Explorer to have yellow
dot (voting in-process icon) on it:

1.

In the “MANAGE CYCLES” tab for a selected
icon on the Approval
repository item, click the
Cycle line to expand the section and view the
approval cycle’s options:

2.

(Optional) To inspect the Approvers List before
starting the Approval Cycle, click the CHANGE
command on the “Current Cycle Group” line:

Note: You may search on “Approval
Indicators” in the Help to see all indicator
icons. In addition, if configured by your
administrator, an email is sent to each
approver.
4.

In the Cycle Group box, click Cancel if no changes
are needed.

Click Close, to close the Manage Cycles
dialog box.
3.
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Approving Items
Once an item has been nominated for approval, all the users in the approval list will have that item
added to their “Approval To-Do List” at the appropriate time (i.e., depending on the predefined
sequential and hierarchical order of approval). When an item is ready for your approval, it means
that you must determine whether to vote Yes or No on the item.
For the following approval actions please refer to the instructions above for Reviewing Items. The
processes are essentially the same.
•

Checking your approval to-do list

•

Checking the item to approve

•

Checking pending approval actions and view the cycle log

•

Finishing the approval of items in your Approval to-do list

There are differences between review and approval cycles:
•

In-progress approve cycle overlay icon: When an item is nominated for approval, the
icon for the item in the repository tree is changed to have yellow dot indicator (voting inprocess icon) on it:

Below is a list of all the approval status indicators that appear in the repository tree when
viewing items via a client product (e.g., FlowCharter).

•

Completed approve cycle overlay icons: When all users you nominated have voted on
your item the yellow dot indicating that the item is in the approval process has been
removed. If all required users vote yes, and the document is approved, a green dot is placed
on the icon to indicate the latest version of this item is now approved. If any of the required
users votes no, the icon changes to a red dot with a slash through it, and the Approval cycle
is ended.
The number of “Yes” votes for approving the item must match the rules setup in the
approver list before it will become approved.
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Endorsement of a Repository Item
Endorsement is the third stage of managing a cycle on a repository item. Endorsement allows a user
to indicate they have viewed and understood an item in the repository. For example, after training
on a particular process, employees may be required to ‘endorse’ that they have seen and understand
that process.
The set of steps for the Endorsement cycle is essentially the same as the review and approve cycles.
Please see the Review cycle sections above for more information. As an overview, in order to
endorse an item in the repository, you must:
o

Set who may endorse the item

o

Start the endorsement cycle

o

The designated list should now check and endorse the item. You may also view the
endorsement log to see status on endorsements.
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Scheduling Cycles
You may schedule cycles to occur once at a specific point, or on a recurring schedule.
To schedule a cycle:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click on an item that you created, and
choose Manage Cycles.

2.

Select the cycle type you want to schedule.

3.

Click the Schedule button. This displays the Setup
Scheduling dialog box.

4.

Choose the type of scheduled cycle:

1.

In the “MANAGE CYCLES” tab for a selected
repository item, click the
icon on the type
of cycle you wish to schedule.

2.

Click the Schedule Cycles widget to turn on
Scheduling:

3.

Choose the schedule type and the
corresponding schedule settings:

On: The cycle occurs once on a specific date
On, Recurring cycle: Start on a specific date,
and repeat on a regular (recurring) pattern. Check
the ‘Recurring cycle’ option and click the Settings
button to specify the parameters for recurrence.
The Settings button displays the Cycle
Recurrence dialog box, and allows you to choose
whether the recurrence is monthly or yearly, what
day of the month or year the cycle will start, and
the range of recurrence.
Every: Repeat the cycle a regular number of units
(Days, Weeks, or Years) after the previous cycle
completes. You must start the first cycle
manually.
5.

Schedule Types include:

Choose the option for how scheduled cycles start.
The options are:

After a set amount of time: Repeat the cycle
a regular number of units (Days, Weeks, or
Years) after the previous cycle completes. You
must start the first cycle manually.

Send a notice (reminder) to the scheduler (you)
to manually start the cycle
Automatically start the cycle. If you choose this
option, you can also optionally choose whether to
regularly remind users that are still pending on
completing the cycle, and to send a notice to the
scheduler (you) when the cycle is automatically
started.
6.

7.

(Optional) Choose whether an automatic notice is
sent to the scheduler (you) a certain number of
days before the scheduled cycle is to start, and the
number of days in advance to be notified.

On a specific date: The cycle occurs once on a
specific date.
On a calendar cycle: Start on a specific date,
and repeat on a regular (recurring) pattern.
Specify the whether the recurrence is monthly
or yearly, what day of the month or year the
cycle will start, and the range of recurrence.
4.

When the scheduled cycle starts, you have the
option to reset the approved version to None
while the cycle is in progress.

Choose the option for how scheduled cycles
start. The options are:
Send a notice to the scheduler to manually
start the cycle
Automatically start the cycle. If you choose
this option, you can also optionally choose
whether to regularly remind users that are still
pending on completing the cycle, and to send a
notice to the scheduler (you) when the cycle is
automatically started.

5.
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8.

9.

Your dialog box might now look like the
following:

is sent to the scheduler (you) a certain number
of days before the scheduled cycle is to start,
and the number of days in advance to be
notified.
6.

When done, click the
command.

7.

When the scheduled cycle starts, you have the
option to reset the approved version to None
while the cycle is in progress.

Click OK, to schedule the cycle. The Manage
Cycles dialog box updates to show you when the
next cycle is scheduled to start:

10. Click the Close button, to close the Manage
Cycles dialog box.
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Watching / Tracking Items in a Repository
You may choose to watch items in a repository so that you’re automatically notified via email when
the items are:
•

modified (i.e., when the document is checked in)

•

approved (via Cycle Management)

•

annotated

Watch/Unwatch this Object / Required and
Elective Watchers
You may choose to watch items in the repository and also view who else is watching the same item
as a Required Watcher or as an Elective Watcher by doing the following steps:
Web
1.

Select a repository item (i.e., igx file, web diagram, enterprise object, etc.).

2.

Choose the DIAGRAMS tab.

3.

Click the “Watch this object” widget ON to start watching this item. Click it again to turn it OFF and
stop watching the repository item

4.

When you optionally turn the “Watch this object” widget ON, notice that the count of Elective
watchers increases by 1. If you click on the Elective watchers widget, you’ll be able to see who else
is (optionally) watching this repository item currently.

5.

Notice that there is also a Required watchers widget. If you click on this widget, you’ll be able to
see who has been deemed to be a required watcher of this item currently. If your name appears in this
list, it means that someone with a specific repository permission determined that you should be added
to the list of Required watchers for this repository item.
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Tracking Scheduled Cycles
If cycles have been scheduled in your repository, you can report on all scheduled cycles.
Note: This feature is not available via the web.
To do so:
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Repository, and then Scheduled Cycle Report. This
displays the ‘Report of all scheduled cycles’ dialog box:

2.

(Optional) To view or edit details of the scheduled cycle, select the item that has a cycle
scheduled, and click the View or Edit button.

3.

(Optional) You may print or copy the list of scheduled cycles by using the Print or Copy
buttons.

4.

Click OK when you are done reviewing scheduled cycles in the repository.

Tracking Project Status
iGrafx® allows you to track project-related information for an item. In particular, you can associate
a project name with an item, give the start and end date of the item within the project, and indicate
what percentage of the work is complete on the item.
Note that you must have permissions to modify the status of an item. This permission is controlled
by the role that you have.
Note: This feature is not available via the web.

Setting or Updating Project Status for an Item
To set or update project status for an item:
1.

Right-click on an item in the folder that you created, and choose Properties.

2.

Choose the Repository Properties page, if it is not already chosen.

3.

Click on the Project Status tab

4.

Click in the Project Name box, and type in a project name (e.g. iGrafx® Training). If project
names have already been defined, you can click on the drop-down arrow at the right of the box
and choose a name.

5.

Click in the Start Date box and enter a date. You can choose a date by clicking on the calendar
icon and choosing a date:
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6.

Click in the End Date box and enter a date.

7.

Type in a percentage for how much of the work on this item is complete (e.g. 75%). Your
dialog should now look similar to the following:

8.

Click OK, to save and close the Repository Item Properties dialog box.

Querying on Project Status
You can have iGrafx® create a report on project status, or query for overdue items in your project.
You can also use the query mechanism discussed in an earlier section to perform other project
queries.

Reporting Project Status
To build a report for project status:
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Repository, and then Project Report. This displays the
Project Name dialog box.

2.

Choose a project name from the drop-down list, or choose “All projects” to display a report for
all projects.

3.

Click OK. This displays the Report dialog box:
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You can Print or Copy the information from the report if you desire.
4.

Click OK to close the Report dialog box.

Querying for Overdue Items
The repository has a pre-defined query to find overdue items for a project.
To display items which are overdue for a project:
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Repository, and then choose Overdue Items. This displays
the Project Name dialog box.

2.

Choose a project name from the drop-down list, or choose “All projects” to display a report for
all projects.

3.

Click OK. This displays the “Overdue” query tab in the Repositories window.

4.

When you’re done looking at the overdue items, right-click on the Overdue tab and choose
Remove Query.
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Linking and Sharing in a Repository
iGrafx® allows you to link diagram elements (i.e., shapes) to other iGrafx® files or diagrams. You
may also link to non-iGrafx® files, such as an Acrobat (PDF) or Word document. Those noniGrafx® files that are linked to may be stored in the repository. The repository may also store noniGrafx® files without linking to that file from an iGrafx® file.
The repository also allows you to ‘share’ a diagram, or other type of component of an iGrafx®
document, between documents (items) within the same repository. Sharing allows you to only have
to maintain one copy of the diagram in the repository for simulation purposes; iGrafx® simulation
will treat the items shared as if they were one file, thus allowing simulating more than one file
without having to copy and paste diagrams.
When you copy diagrams or components to other documents, the copies are independent of each
other. When you share diagrams or components between documents, the repository contains only
one copy of the shared item. Changes made to the item are reflected in all documents that share the
item.
Instead of copying documents to another folder in the same repository, if your Administrator has
allowed document shortcuts, you can create Shortcuts from a folder to documents in another folder.
Simply right-click on the folder and choose New Shortcut(s)... If you later decide you want a copy
of the document, simply right-click the Shortcut, choose Disband Shortcut..., and OK the prompt
about making a copy.
You can copy items to documents in other repositories, but you cannot share items between
documents in separate repositories.

Linking to Files in your Repository
iGrafx® allows you to “attach” supporting documents for activities (i.e., steps) in your process
diagram. This is done by creating links in your diagram shapes to non-iGrafx® files, such as Word
documents or PDF files. The linkage can be established once these files are already stored in your
iGrafx® repository. The links will not break if the non-iGrafx® files are subsequently moved to
another location in the iGrafx® repository or if the files are renamed.
iGrafx® also allows you to link shapes to iGrafx® diagrams that are already stored in your iGrafx®
repository. This enables you to navigate (i.e., drill down) to another diagram from a shape in your
process flow.

Linking to Non-iGrafx® Files from a Diagram
To establish a link to a non-iGrafx® file (that’s already in the repository) follow these steps:
1.

Select the applicable activity shape in your process diagram where you want to establish the
link.

2.

From the Insert menu, choose Link. This displays the Add Link dialog box.

3.

Click the Repository Link button in the “Link to:” section of the dialog box.

4.

Using the repository tree shown in the dialog box, navigate to the location where the applicable
non-iGrafx® file (e.g., “Document.doc” file) is found.

5.

(Optional) Fill in a Key Modifier (place the cursor in the field and press the CTRL key) and
Description for the link.
Your dialog box should now look similar to the following:
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Note: You may type the name of a bookmark, if you know it, for non-iGrafx® files that support
bookmarks. To link to a bookmark in an iGrafx® file—for example, a specific diagram in the
iGrafx® file—then navigate inside the iGrafx® file and select the component (diagram) to link
to.
6.

Click OK, to create the link.

Linking to iGrafx® Diagrams from a Diagram
To establish a link from a diagram shape to an iGrafx® diagram (that’s already in the repository)
follow the steps listed below. NOTE: This won’t link the diagrams for simulation purposes, but
does enable the user to navigate between diagrams.
1.

Select the applicable activity shape in your process diagram where you want to establish the
link.

2.

From the Insert menu, choose Link.

3.

Click the Repository Link button.

4.

Using the repository tree shown in the dialog box, navigate to the location where the applicable
iGrafx® diagram is found. This implies you have to first navigate to the igx file where the
diagram in question is found. Then, expand the contents of the igx file and select the applicable
diagram (e.g., “Order Fulfillment”).

5.

Select a key modifier and optionally type a description. You dialog may look like this:

6.

Click OK. Your shape now links to an iGrafx® diagram in a document (item) in the repository.

7.

Right-click the shape and choose the link you made (or use the key modifier you chose and
double-click the shape); the diagram you linked to is displayed.
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Creating Shortcuts
You can create Shortcuts from a repository folder to an item (document) in the repository, if your
Administrator has allowed doing so. To create Shortcuts:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click a repository
folder and choose “New
Shortcut(s)…”

2.

In the Add Item dialog box,
navigate to and place a
check mark next to the
item(s) you want to create
Shortcuts to.

3.

1.

In this scenario, we’re going to create a Shortcut to a Process
Enterprise Object called “My Process”. To that end, while in the
Repository tree, select a repository folder where the Shortcut will
command (found at the bottom of the
reside. Then, click the
repository tree).
As an example, the screenshot below shows that a folder called
“Other Processes” (that exists within the “Processes” section of the
repository) has been chosen as the target location for the shortcut
we’re about to create:

This creates the Shortcut(s)
in the folder, as indicated by
a Shortcut icon:

Note: You may also create
shortcuts to Enterprise Objects
such as Strategies,
Requirements, Controls, etc. if
you have a repository with
Enterprise Objects. This
scenario is shown on the next
column via the Web interface.
2.

When the Add object dialog window opens, click the dropdown list
and scroll down the options to select the Shortcut option and then
press

3.

To search for and select the Process object for which you want to
create a Shortcut, you have 2 options:
a.
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You can start typing the name of the item (i.e., Process
object) in the Details search box. As you type, this will
enable the type-ahead search capability, as shown below:
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OR

b.

You can search for and select the item (i.e., Process object)
by navigating a tree. For this method, you will need to turn
ON the Show Tree widget that is found directly under the
Details edit box, as shown below. You can then expand and
collapse different parts of the tree as you search for the item.
To select the item, click the checkbox in front of the item:

NOTE: When you select an object that has ‘children’ or
relationships, those children and relationships will also be
brought in (copied) as part of the Shortcut object.
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4.

Once the item is selected, if you want to ‘watch’ this Shortcut, keep
the “Watch this object” checkbox turned ON; otherwise, turn it
.
OFF. Then, click

5.

Once the Shortucut is created, it would look something like this (note
the children):
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Disbanding Shortcuts
If you want an actual copy of the item (as opposed to just having a Shortcut that links to that item),
you may ‘disband’ the Shortcut. To disband the Shortcut and create a copy of the item, its children,
and any relationships:
Web

Client
1.

Right-click on the Shortcut and choose
Disband Shortcut. This displays the
Disband Shortcut dialog box:

2.

If you’re sure you want to disband the
shortcut and make a copy of the item,
click OK. Otherwise, click Cancel.

1.

Select a Shortcut item from the repository and then click
the Disband command, as shown below.

2.

The following dialog will appear:

Choose the first option in the radio button if you want the
parent object to be its own object, but keep its children as
Shortcuts (links) to the original item.
Choose the second option in the radio button if you want
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to disband the Shortcut and its children completely; thus,
making a copy of the object, its children, and
relationships.
3.

Click

to complete the action.

Sharing Diagrams for Simulation
Remember that Sharing allows iGrafx® simulation to treat the diagrams shared as if they were one
file, thus allowing simulating more than one file without having to copy and paste diagrams between
documents and have separate copies.
In order to share diagrams between items, we must check out the document we want to share the
diagram into, select which diagram in the repository we wish to share, share that diagram, properly
link the newly shared diagram into our hierarchy, and then check the modified document back into
the repository.
To share a diagram from a document in the repository into the open (active) document:
1.

In your folder of the repository tree, right-click Euro_Order.igx and choose Check Out.

2.

In the Repositories window, select the Check Credit sub-process in the
“Order_Fulfillment.igx” iGrafx® document item.

3.

From the Repositories menu, choose Item and then Share Into Active Document.
This opens the Check Credit sub-process and displays it for you.

4.

From the Window menu, choose the Euro Order process diagram.

5.

Double-click on the Check Credit activity, to obtain the Properties dialog box, and click on the
Process page in the Guide category.

6.

In the Activity drop-down, choose Subprocess. Make sure the process referenced is Check
Credit. This links the Check Credit activity to the Check Credit sub-process we shared from the
“Order_Fulfillment.igx” document:

7.

Click OK, to save your changes to the Properties.

8.

Right-click on the “Euro_Order.igx” document in the Repositories window, and choose Check
In.

9.

The “Check In” dialog box displays. Fill in a Comment, such as the one shown below, and set
properties accordingly:
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10. Click OK.
Note: The sub process in the sharing document will indicate it is a shared diagram with a small blue
filled circle, and a white circle with a blue border for the document the diagram was shared into.
There may be other status indicators that show as well, for example the white circle over green
circle to show that this diagram was shared from a version later than the approved version.
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Change Management
Depending on your Settings preferences in your Profile, iGrafx® displays “recent change” markers
(i.e., visual indicators) in the repository tree, to call out the areas in the tree where changes have
been made by other users (besides you). These indicators only appear when viewing the repository
tree via the web interface.
The markers (indicators) that iGrafx® displays to call out changes are described below:
used for folder items or enterprise object types to indicate something within it has changed
used for ‘.igx’ files that contain at least one Document Component that has changed
used for the actual item (e.g., enterprise object, diagram, non-igx file, etc.) that has changed

These indicatos will display on the left hand side of the tree items until you’ve “read” (consumed)
the change, as described in the next section. A couple of examples of these indicators are shown in
the repository tree below:
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Recent Changes
Another way to display and view recent changes via the web interface is to click the icon next to
your name (upper right hand corner), and then select the Recent Changes option, as shown below:

When you select this option, you are presented with a View of all the recent changes that have
occurred in the repository; that is, you’re able to see a list of the changes you’ve made, as well as the
changes made by other users. The most recent change appears at the top. You can scroll down and
it will incrementally load more changes; therefore, “recent” depends on how long you want to scroll.
An example of the Recent Changes View is shown below. Initially, the repository items that were
change marker in the View. This marker tells
changed by other users are called out with the
you not only that someone else changed the item, but also denotes that you have not read
(consumed) the change. Items that were changed by you, do not have a change marker in the View.
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Clicking on any line item in the Recent Changes View allows you to navigate to the actual item in
the repository. However, if you click on a line item that has a
change marker, not only will you
navigate to the actual item in the repository so you can “read” (consume) the change, but you will
also have the option to keep the line item in the View as unread, as shown below.

If you do not click the KEEP AS UNREAD link, the
change marker will disappear from the
View, denoting that you now know about the change; otherwise, the change marker will remain in
the View and the repository tree.
Notice that the Recent Changes View also allows you to:
1. Filter the line items that are displayed in the View so that only those items that you are
currently watching are included in the list (refer to the View Watched Objects Only
checkbox).
2. Filter the line items that you want displayed by entering a search criteria string.
3. Remove all

change markers from the View by clicking
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Link Management, Glossaries, and Terms
In this section, we will discuss how iGrafx® allows you to easily manage the URL’s that are
embedded in links you may have created to navigate to items stored in or outside of your iGrafx®
Platform. To that end, iGrafx® allows you to define Web Address objects and Dynamic Links.
Both of these are defined and managed via the iGrafx® Platform’s Browser interface.
We will also discuss how you can create Glossaries that consist of one or more Term objects, where
the Term object has a corresponding definition, purpose, or other type of explanation you may want
to enter for the term. You can use a term object to represent a word, acronym, or a string of words
and numbers. Once a term exists in a glossary, you can leverage that term by creating links to that
term when entering the definition of other Terms, or entering the Summary or Purpose of repository
objects.
You can also create links to glossary terms while authoring diagrams, provided the diagram is
already stored in the repository. For example, you can create a link to a term when you are entering
Notes for a shape, the Name of a shape, or Text that appears anywhere on the diagram area.
For maximum flexibility, when determining the wording of links (i.e., what the user sees as a
clickable link), you can choose to use an exact Term object, or use any other word or phrase.
One last point - if you click on the link that references a term object while you’re using the iGrafx®
Platform’s browser interface, a small window will appear below the link, that shows the
corresponding text you entered for the definition or purpose of the term. If you click on the link
while you’re using one of the Client products, then it will take you (navigate) to the actual Term
object and present its definition/purpose via the iGrafx® Platform’s browser interface.

Web Address Objects
Let’s imagine you have already created ‘Links’ in various activity shapes across several of your
process diagrams, and that they all point to a specific URL where a Standard Operating Procedures
document called SOP 101.5 is stored in an external Document Management Repository (i.e., outside
of the iGrafx® Platform).
Now let’s say that SOP document is moved to a different location in your Document Management
Repository, causing its URL to change. The implication of this is that all your existing links in
iGrafx®, as it relates to this SOP document, would likely break. Undoubtedly, having to update all
those shape links manually (to point to the new location) would be a burdensome and timeconsuming task. iGrafx® Web Address Objects make these situations much more manageable.
To avoid the issue in this example, you would first create a Web Address Object in the iGrafx®
repository and set its property with the applicable URL (where the SOP document resides). You can
name the Web Address Object something that readily allows you to identify its purpose (e.g. SOP
101.5). Then, when creating the shape links, the link should be associated to that specific Web
Address object that is stored in your repository, as opposed to being associated to a free-form URL
(string). Now, if the SOP document is moved to a different location, then you only have to update
the contents of that one Web Address object such that it contains the new URL; thus, keeping all the
existing shape links, across several processes, working as expected - and without having to make
any changes to them.

Creating a Web Address Object
To create a web address object, perform the following steps using the Browser interface:
1.

Using the repository tree, select any folder that doesn’t contain enterprise objects. It is
recommended that you organize web address objects in dedicated folders.

2.

At the bottom of the repository tree, click

3.

Select Web Address and click

4.

Enter a Name (e.g., SOP 101.5 [SharePoint]) and enter its URL
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5.

Click

Leveraging Web Address Objects in Shape Links
To create shape links that leverage web address objects, perform the following steps using the
Client:
1.

Select an activity shape in your process diagram and invoke its Properties Window

2.

Select the Links Page from its Properties Window

3.

Click New

4.

Select the Repository Link option, on the left-hand side of the Add Link window

5.

Using the Repository Tree, navigate to the location of the applicable Web Address Object
and select it

6.

Click OK

To navigate to the link:
1.

Do a right-mouse click on the activity shape and select the option from the context menu:
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Dynamic Links
Dynamic Links are defined by an iGrafx® Platform Server Instance Administrator so that they are
visible either globally (i.e., all the time - regardless of repository) or for a specific repository. Once
defined, dynamic links will be displayed on the top navigation bar of the iGrafx® Platform’s web
browser interface, as shown on the screenshot below. Dynamic links can be configured to launch
either an item in your repository (e.g., a diagram or ‘landing page’), an intranet site, or any internet
site.

Creating a Dynamic Link
As shown in the screenshot above, Dynamic Links are defined via the Customization option that is
within the Administration section of the iGrafx® Platform. To add a new dynamic link, click the
command (see callout 1 in the screenshot above). Then, enter the 5 key pieces of
information, as described below:

1.

The name of the link. The name of the link is for administrative purposes and is not visible
to the end user.

2.

The URL that will be launched. This can be a URL to an item stored within the iGrafx®
repository (e.g., the URL of a diagram or “landing page”). Alternately, the URL can be for
an intranet or internet site.
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3.

Whether the dynamic link’s icon (defined in the next step) should only be visible for a
specific Repository or if it should be visible globally (i.e., all the time - regardless of
repository). Choose your option via the dropdown list.

4.

Choose whether clicking on the dynamic link should cause the target item/location to be
displayed on a new tab in your browser. Leaving this setting OFF will cause you to remain
on the same browser tab upon clicking the dynamic link.

5.

Select the filename that contains the icon that represents the link. Make sure the size of
your icon has been adjusted to fit properly on the top navigation bar. Click on the
command to browse and select the file applicable to the icon.

6.

When done, click on the

command.

Note: If you choose a URL for the dynamic link that leads to an item that is stored in the repository,
such as a Landing Page diagram, you will notice that upon clicking the dynamic link, not only will
the diagram be launched, but the repository tree will also be displayed. If you don’t want the
repository tree to be displayed upon clicking the link, you need to use the “?tree=hide” parameter
in the URL. This parameter needs to be inserted right in front of the #obj parameter. For example:
http://localhost:8080/Process/MyOriginsSandbo?tree=hide#obj/139

Glossaries and Terms
A repository Glossary is an object in your repository that consists of one or more Terms, where each
Term has a corresponding definition, purpose, or other type of explanation you may want to enter
for the term. The term itself is also an object. You can define multiple glossaries in your
repository; for example, you may create a glossary consisting of terms/concepts relevant to an entire
organization, to a specific department (e.g., Human Resources), or a specific Line of Business.
Even though Glossaries and their Terms are created via the iGrafx® Platform’s web browser
interface, they can be viewed and referenced via an iGrafx® Client product.
As noted earlier, the terms in your glossary can be referenced by items in your repository via links.
In this section, we will cover how to create these objects and how you can create links to the terms.
The example we will use is based on a simple Glossary that has been created for a Human
Resources Department. As shown below, the glossary consists of 3 terms: Employee, FTE, and
Temp

The snapshot below shows how these 3 terms are used (as links) in the Summary description of a
Process object named Hire Employee. Notice how in the Summary description, the wording of the
“employee” link does not have to match the exact name of the Term object (“Employee”). That is,
one is lowercase and the other is uppercase.
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The screenshot below shows what the user sees upon clicking the employee link that is in the
Summary description. As you can see, a small window will appear that shows the definition of the
term “Employee”, which by the way, references other terms (via links) also.

The screenshot below shows a Note that was created for the “Hire Employee” shape in a (web)
process diagram. As you can see, the note references the term “Employee” via a link that is worded
as “employee” (lowercase). Once the process diagram is checked in the repository, consumers of
the diagram can view it via the iGrafx® Platform’s browser interface, and when consumers click on
the employee link (inside the Note), it would cause the same small window we see below, to appear.
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Creating Glossaries and Terms
To create a Glossary (using the Web interface):

1.

In the repository tree, click the Glossaries folder

2.

At the bottom of the repository tree, click the

3.

Select Glossary from the dropdown list and click

4.

For this example, in the Name field, type “Human Resources Glossary.”

5.

If desired, type a Summary and turn OFF the “Watch this Object” option.

6.

Click

command

Create a Glossary Term (using the Web interface):
1.

In the repository tree, click the Human Resources Glossary object created above.

2.

At the bottom of the repository tree, click the

3.

For this example, type “Employee” in the Name field

4.

In the Summary field, type the following definition:

command

A person who is hired by the company.
There are 2 types of Employees: Temp and FTE.
5.

Turn OFF the “Watch this Object” option

6.

Click
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7.

For the purpose of this example, you can create 2 more terms: Temp and FTE. You can
use the following definitions:
Temp

A 'temp' is a type of employee. This type
of employee only works part-time and
does not receive certain benefits.

FTE
An FTE (Full Time Employee) is a type of
employee. This type of employee is eligible to
receive all the benefits provided by the company.

Creating Links to Terms
Once Term objects exist in the repository under a specific Glossary, you can create links to
those terms in various places, including but not limited to: Summaries of enterprise objects,
Notes for shapes, Summaries of Text objects, and Names of shapes (as previously shown).
Creating links to Term objects is very simple and is done in the same manner, no matter where
the link needs to be created.
To create a link to a term, let’s say in the Note of a shape in a process diagram – provided that
the diagram already exists in the repository, and is already checked out so that you can make
the change - perform the following steps:
1.

Select the applicable shape where you are going to enter a Note.

2.

Press the F6 key to open the Notes window.

3.

Start typing the text of the note for the shape.

4.

At the point where you want to insert a link to a term, type [[ (i.e., two ‘open’
brackets). This will cause a small window to appear, which allows you to select a term
from previously-defined glossaries. At this point, select the term directly from the
options.

5.

Once you select the term from the window, you will see the updated Note with a link
to the term that you selected. In this example, we chose to link to the Employee term,
as shown by callout 5 below.
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Note: In step 4, once you’ve selected the term from the list, if you want to customize
the wording of the link so that it is different than the actual Term, do the following:
i. Leave the first letter of the newly-created link as-is. You can remove it later, if
not needed.
ii. Starting with the second letter that’s already in the link, type the new wording that
you want to appear as the link. The idea here is to ensure that your new wording
is still within (inside) the linkable text area.
iii. Once you’ve entered the new text, you can delete the first letter (if not needed)
and any other extra text at the end of the link that you don’t need.
To summarize, to insert a link to a Term all you have to do is, type [[ (i.e., two ‘open’ brackets)
in the exact place where you want the link to appear. This will cause a small window to appear,
which allows you to select a term from previously-defined glossaries. At this point, select the
term you want to link to. Recall, that you can create links to Terms in many places, as
demonstrated here, but the object or item must already exist in the repository.
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Maintaining Repository Content
As you work with a Repository, you may wish to maintain or update the content. Typical operations
are renaming the items, or changing (moving) where items are stored. As covered earlier, you may
also label an item if you wish.
You may also remove (delete) items from the repository, though this is not common and must be
carefully considered.

Renaming Items in the Repository
Follow the steps below to change the name of an item in the Repository. If you are renaming a
non-iGrafx® file, it is important to keep the file extension (e.g. ‘.docx’) in the name; otherwise
the file may become unusable because the operating system will not know how to open the file.
Client
1.

Right-click the item in the repository tree and choose Rename.

2.

In the Rename dialog box, type the new name. Note that igx files, web diagrams, and non-iGrafx files
can only be renamed when they’re checked in. When a repository item is renamed, all links are properly
updated.

3.

Click OK, to rename the item.

Web
1.

Select the item that you want to rename from the repository.

2.

On the right-hand pane, click the

3.

Click the Rename command. Note that igx files, web diagrams, and non-iGrafx files can only be
renamed when they’re checked in. When a repository item is renamed, all links are properly updated.

4.

Enter the new name of the repository item in the Name field.

5.

Click the

icon.

command.
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Moving and Reordering Repository Items
iGrafx® allows you to manually move repository items to another location as well as reorder the way
items appear within a given location (i.e., folder) - as long as you have the proper permissions.
Repository items that can be moved or reordered include, but are not limited to: folders, igx files,
enterprise objects, web diagrams, and non- iGrafx® files.

Web

Moving Items:
a)

Select the repository item you want to move (e.g., a non- iGrafx® file).

b) Click the

c)

command at the bottom of the repository tree:

Click the
icon next to the selected item and drag it to the middle of the target location’s name
and then drop it. Note that the target location must be in a different folder:

d) Click the
command again, at the bottom of the tree, to finish moving the item to the selected
target location. The item should now be in the target location:
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Reordering Items:
a)

Select a folder containing items to reorder.

b) On the right pane, click the

c)

command.

On the right pane, click the
icon in front of the item and drag it up or down to reorder its
sequence, relative to other items in the folder, and then drop it when the item is in the right place.

d) Click
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Deleting a Repository Item
You may delete an item (or items) out of the repository, if you find it necessary to do so. For
example, you have accidentally added the wrong iGrafx® file into the repository, and wish to delete
the incorrect file and add a different one.
Be aware that deleting an item from the repository cannot be undone. Deleting repository content
should only be done with the utmost care, and only when absolutely necessary; as you will be
deleting the item for everyone who uses the repository, and deleting all versions of the item.
To delete an item from a repository:

Web

Client
1.

Select the item you wish to delete in the
repository tree.

1.

Using the repository tree, select the item that you
wish to delete.

2.

Right-click on the item and choose Delete.
This displays a confirmation dialog box.

2.

command at the bottom of the
Click the
repository tree:

3.

A confirmation dialog is displayed. Click the
command to confirm deletion of the item.
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Client Repository Options
You may set options for where the iGrafx® client stores repository items you are working on, and
what items or information are shown in the Repositories window. To set options:
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Options. This displays the Repositories Options dialog
box:

2.

Local Repository Folder: Choose where items retrieved from the repository are stored by
clicking the Browse button. We recommend you leave the path set at the default, or where your
administrator has set it. Please be aware that this path will precede any repository folder
structure path, and this can make the pathname where the file is stored very long. The Windows
operating system may have a limit of 256 characters in its pathname.

3.

(Optional) Show the following in the repository tree: Choose which items or information show
in the repository tree. You may choose to show the following in the Repository tree:
•

The hierarchy of diagrams within iGrafx® files in the repository

•

The approval status of an item

•

The project status of an item

•

The Documents and/or their components (Diagrams, and/or Scenarios, Reports, and
Sheets).

4.

(Optional) Enterprise Objects: If your repository contains Enterprise Objects (EO’s), determine
which types of EO’s are shown. If you are not using Enterprise Objects (e.g. Strategies &
Goals, Controls / Business Rules, Requirements, etc.), you can uncheck these items so the
empty folders do not show up in your repository tree. Check Processes and Activities if you
plan to have shapes Describe those objects. Check Resources if you plan to have swimlanes
describe those objects or if your iGrafx® document will attach repository resources for
simulation.

5.

Click OK when you are done setting options.
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Server Administration
In this section, we will cover how Administrators can enable certain server settings such as the
email notification capabilities for Cycle Management and user-defined Watched Items. This
involves identifying key information for the applicable email host, and then providing email
addresses for users so that they can receive the emails notifications. We will also cover how
Administrators can specify a default landing page for all users to see upon logging in.

Email Management – Email Host Settings
To identify the email host information, perform the following steps.

1.

Select the Email Management option
from the Administration section of the
Platform Navigation Pane.

2.

Click on the Email Settings tab (link).

3.

Turn ON Email Notifications.

4.

Provide the Name you want to appear as
the Sender of these notifications.

5.

Provide the email address that has been
established for the generic sender of
these notifications.

6.

Provide the Subject Prefix that you want
to appear in the notifications.

7.

Identify whether a SMTP server or a
JNDI location will be used.
If using SMTP:
a. Identify whether to use Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption
and/or Transport Layer Security
(TLS) encryption.
b. Provide the email Host.
c. Provide the applicable Port.
d. Determine whether to use
Anonymous or Credentialed
authentication.
e. Provide the SMTP Login Name.
f. Provide the SMTP Login Password.
If using JNDI: Identify the JNDI location
that’s configured for your SMTP server.

8.

Provide a sample recipient email address
to test the configuration.

9.

Click Send Test Email to test.

10. Click Save Email Settings once the
configuration test is successful.
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User Management – User Email Settings
To enter the email addresses for each user that is expected to receive notifications, perform the
following steps.

1.

Select the User
Management
option from
the
Administratio
n section of
the Platform
Navigation
Pane.

2.

Click on the
Users tab
(link).

3.

Identify the
user (e.g.,
admin) and
click the Edit
link on the
right-hand side
(under
Actions).

4.

Provide the
email address
for the user.

5.

Click SAVE
CHANGES.

Server Settings – Default Landing Page
To enter a default landing page that everyone sees upon logging in, perform the following steps:

1.

Select the Server Settings option
from the Administration section
of the Platform Navigation Pane.

2.

Click on the General
Configuration tab (link).

3.

Identify the URL of the default
Landing Page that you want
users to see upon logging in.
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Repository Configuration
In this section, we will discuss some of the options that are available to Repository Administrators
to quickly enhance the user’s experience with the iGrafx® Platform. Specifically, we will discuss
how Repository Administrators can define Cycle Groups, Custom Properties, Cycle Management
Email Notification Settings, and Language Settings so that they are available globally for items in a
specific repository.

Global Cycle Groups
Out of the box, iGrafx® comes with some pre-defined Cycle Groups that are available to everyone
who has access to a specific repository when choosing the nominees for Review, Approval, and
Endorsement Cycles. Repository Administrators can define additional groups, as needed.

Creating Global Cycle Groups
To create a cycle group that will be globally available, follow the steps below:

Web
1.

Select the Cycle Groups option from the Repository Configuration section of the Platform
Navigation Pane, as shown below, and click

:

2.

to start searching and
Enter the name of the new cycle group and click
selecting the members that will make up the new cycle group, as shown below:

3.

Search and choose the user(s) and/or group(s) of users that will make up the Global Cycle
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Group that you are defining:

4.

Once you’ve made the selection of a user or a group, click
add users and/or groups as needed.

5.

If you also need to include sub-groups as part of the Global Cycle Group that you’re defining,
. Add any applicable subgroups by confirming
you may do so by clicking
your selection(s).

6.

Once the selections are made, you can control the order/sequence that you want the nominees
icon that
to follow during the execution of an actual cycle, by dragging (up or down) the
is in front of each selection. When done, click
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Custom Properties
Repository Administrators can define custom properties that can be made available for:
•

specified Repository Objects (e.g., Resources, Processes, Risks, Controls, Web Diagrams,
Documents, etc.) or

•

specified Diagram Elements (e.g., shapes in diagrams created via an igx file or via a web
diagram)

Once these custom properties are available, modelers and/or analysts can populate them with actual
data when they are authoring diagrams, documents, or enterprise objects.

Creating Custom Properties for Repository Enterprise Objects
To create a custom property for a repository object, follow the steps below:

Web
1.

Select the Custom Properties option from the Repository Configuration section of the Platform
Navigation Pane, as shown below, and click

2.

Enter the name of the new custom property in the Display Name field.

3.

Choose the type of data this custom property will have (Text, Number, Date, etc.) from the Property Type
dropdown list.

4.

Choose the Repository Objects radio button option to denote that this property is for repository objects
(as opposed to diagram elements).

5.

Click the “Restrict repository objects by type” link. This will cause a multi-select list box to display.
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6.

Select the applicable Object Type(s) for which the custom property applies (e.g., Resources)

7.

Click the CREATE PROPERTY button

Creating Custom Properties for Repository Diagram Elements
To create a custom property for diagram elements, follow the steps below:

Web
1.

Select the Custom Properties option from the Repository Configuration section of the Platform
Navigation Pane, as shown in the snapshot below, and click

2.

Enter the name of the new custom property in the Display Name field.

3.

Choose the type of data this custom property will have (e.g., Text, Number, Date) from the Property
Type dropdown list.

4.

Choose the Diagram Elements radio button option to denote that this property is for shapes in diagrams
(as opposed to repository objects).

5.

Click the “Restrict diagram elements by type” link. This will cause a multi-select list box to display.

6.

For this example, select the “All Shapes” option to show this custom property on all shapes found in
igx-based models.

7.

Click the CREATE PROPERTY button
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Cycle Management Email Notifications
iGrafx® allows a repository Administrator to set the rules as to whether email notifications should be
sent to Reviewers, Approvers, Endorsers, and Nominators whenever:
•

A review cycle is canceled or completed

•

An approval cycle is canceled

•

An item is approved or rejected

•

An endorsement cycle is canceled or completed

Additionally, the administrator can configure to send an email notification to all reviewers,
approvers, and endorsers whenever they are nominated to participate in a cycle.
Administrators can set these options for each repository via the Email Notifications option in the
Configuration section of the Platform. The screenshot below shows how the Training repository has
been configured, in terms of Cycle Management Email Notifications:
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Languages (Multilingual Text)
You may set which language you are using for translation of repository document names, folder
names, and item names. To set the language, follow the steps below.
Note: To access the Languages capability, you must have the appropriate license and permissions.

Web
1.

Navigate to the applicable Repository’s Configuration area, and choose the Languages Configuration
page:

2.

Specify your Main Editing Language.

3.

Choose Add Language to add additional languages.

4.

See the Help system for more detailed information on setting and editing language text.
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Chapter 3 : Reporting
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Introduction
iGrafx allows you to define Reports that provide better visibility of the content of your repository.
For example, you can create reports that list the state of documents and/or web diagrams in terms of
whether they are currently checked out (and by whom), or whether they are currently being
reviewed, approved, or endorsed. You may also want to create a report that list object relationships
such as Processes and applicable Risks and Controls.
The reports that you create are treated as repository objects. As such, you can control the access to
these objects in the same way you can control the permissions of other objects in the repository.
Reports can be managed by logging in to the applicable repository within the iGrafx Platform (via a
web browser).
The management of reports not only involves creating applicable folder structures to organize your
reports, but also creating/editing actual report objects, testing them, setting appropriate security
permissions, and of course, launching (running) them. These activities can all be done via the
Enterprise Objects Tree of your Enterprise Model (Repository), as shown below:

You can also launch (run) previously-defined reports for which you have access, by clicking on any
of the reports shown in the dedicated “Reporting” area of your Enterprise Model Navigation pane,
as shown below:
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Licenses Required to View, Edit, and Create
Reports
Like other repository objects, Reports are controlled by user licenses and permissions. To view
reports, an iGrafx Platform “User” license is required. Additional user extension licenses are not
necessary for viewing.
The license required to edit and create report definitions depends on the Report Template used. The
four templates mentioned below are discussed in detail in the next section.

To create or edit reports using this report
template:

Requires one of the following iGrafx Platform
User Extension licenses.

Generic List or Table

•

Collaborator

Text Search Report

•

BPMN Web Diagrammer

•

Desktop Connector

•

Desktop Connector Plus

•

PRC Designer

•

Business Modeler

•

SAP Modeler

•

Business Architect

•

SAP Architect

•

PRC Designer

•

Business Modeler

•

SAP Modeler

•

Business Architect

•

SAP Architect

Generic Matrix
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Risk Map

•

PRC Designer

•

Business Architect

•

SAP Architect

The examples discussed in this chapter are all “Generic List or Table” Reports.
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Report Elements and Query Language
Report Elements
A report is composed of four elements:
1.

The template the report is based on

2.

The settings that specify the data the report will produce

3.

The output that is shown to the user when the report is run

4.

The view options that are available when looking at the report output

Report Template – The report template is a built-in definition of a report’s layout, behavior, view
options, and structure, which serves as a starting point for specifying report settings. There are four
report templates (types) available:
•

Generic List or Table - lists reported objects in a tabular format

•

Text Search Report - lists objects containing the search term in a tabular format. This report
returns the same set of objects that are found when using the term in the Quick Search field but
the results are limited to the Filter and Properties settings.

•

Generic Matrix - shows relationships between objects

•

Risk Map - shows risks in colored cells corresponding to their current values (i.e., a ‘heat map’
for Risks).

Report Settings – The report settings are specific to the Template selected, and are composed of fields
for filtering the objects of interest and fields that specify what will appear in the report. For example, in
a Generic List or Table report, there is a Filter field that specifies which objects will appear in the first
column of the report, and a Properties field that lists the properties of those objects that will appear as
additional columns in the report. Both of these fields employ the iGrafx Query Language (IQL) to
allow you to precisely specify what you want to see in the report output. A more detailed explanation
of these two fields is described in the next section, but for now, you should know that it is in the
Settings tab of an existing Report object where you would populate the Filter and Properties criteria, as
shown below:
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Report Output – Based on the template (report type) used, the report will output a set of objects and
corresponding property and relationship values of those objects. Objects listed in the report output are
hyperlinked to their object definitions in the repository. The content of the report output is subject to the
permissions of the user running the report. For example, if you run a report and do not have rights to
some objects that would otherwise be included in the report, those objects are automatically culled
(removed) from the objects included in the report.
View and Sort Options – You may be able to vary the report output if there are view options available
in the template it uses. These view options are not part of the report settings, so they are available to
every licensed user. For example, when using a Text Search Report template, the View Options allow
the user to enter the specific text to search for.
For Text Search Report and Generic List or Table reports, there are options to Sort and Filter the search
results.
For example, in the following report of Processes and their Responsible resource, clicking the up and
down arrows adjacent to the Object and Responsible headings will sort the results alphabetically or
reverse alphabetically by the column clicked.
Typing in the filter field under the Object and Resource headings will filter the report result to shorten
the list of results and find results more easily.

Results sorted alphabetically by Object name
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Query Language
As previously noted in Report Settings, the iGrafx Query Language (IQL) is used to populate the Filter
and Properties fields with query strings to drive the report’s content. Those fields have “smart” typeahead search capability; that is, as you type your query strings, it automatically displays drop-down lists
of possible elements, based on context. You can then select the option you want with a mouse click or
by using the arrow keys. This feature can be very helpful, especially since the query language is case
sensitive. For elements selected from these lists, the case is automatically correct.
Filter Field – this field is used to specify the objects from the repository that will be included in a
certain dimension of the report (based on the built-in template). For example, in a Generic List or
Table report, the Filter field determines which objects are to be listed in the first column of the report
(e.g., a Document object, a Web Diagram object, a Process object, etc.) If you enter nothing into a
Filter field, then all objects in the repository have been "selected" for that dimension of the report.
Therefore, specifying a Filter narrows the report's focus to only those objects of interest for the report
being defined.
Properties Field – this field is used to specify other properties of interest to be included as additional
columns in your report, as they relate to the specific object(s) that you chose to filter on (via the Filter
field). The properties that you choose to list here can be separated by commas or spaces.
While powerful, using the iGrafx Query Language is an advanced feature. For a complete description
of the IQL syntax, supported query filters, query properties, query relationships, and reserved
words, please refer to the iGrafx Platform User Guide.
You can access the User Guide by clicking the
of your iGrafx Platform Navigation screen:

icon (cirlced below) on the upper right hand corner

Then click About  VIEW HELP:

Pertinent information regarding the IQL is available in the Reporting section of the iGrafx Platform
User Guide:
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Creating Reports
Reports are created using the same mechanism as creating other enterprise objects in the repository.
That is, open and navigate to the Enterprise Objects Tree of your Enterprise Model (Repository), then:
1.

Select the location (folder) on the tree where you want to create the new report object

2.

Click the ADD command at the bottom of the tree

3.

In the Add Object dialog, select “Report” from the Select Type dropdown list

4.

Click the CONTINUE command

5.

Enter the name of the report in the Name field

6.

Enter a Summary (description) of the report (optional)

7.

Determine whether you want to “watch” this object by turning the checkbox ON or OFF

8.

Click the FINISH command
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Sample Reports
In this section, we will create 10 different Reports for your repository, which you should find very
useful. Using the steps outlined in the previous section, go ahead and create a Report object for each of
the following report names.
NOTE: You should store/organize these reports in a folder of your own; that is, a folder that you
should create under the main Reports folder in the Enterprise Objects Tree. However, for
illustration purposes, we’re going to assume they are stored directly under the Reports folder, as
shown below:

Once the report objects are created, click on each report object and then click on its corresponding
Settings tab. Then, populate the Report Type, Filter, and Properties fields exactly as shown under the
“Definition” screenshot, starting on the next page. Below each definition, you will also see a sample
output of that report. This should provide you with a side-by-side reference of the definition versus the
output layout for each of the reports. Obviously, the information listed on the reports will vary,
depending on actual data in the repository where the reports are being run.
You will also note that in order to see the output of each report, you will need to click on the Report
tab of each report object. Recall, that the other way to run and see the output of Reports is via the
“Reporting” area in the Enterprise Model Navigation pane, where you would need to click on the
applicable report:

Below are the Definitions and sample Outputs for each of the reports:
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Approved iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams that are not
Endorsed Yet
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
approved=true and endorsed=false

Properties

type, parent, approvalDate, endorsementDate

Output:

The above definition searches for iGrafx Client documents (igx files) and web diagrams that haven’t been
endorsed yet. To also include non-iGrafx documents (e.g. Microsoft Word files) in the report results, add this
phrase in the Filter:
“or type=ObjectType.EXTERNAL_FILE”

iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams currently Checked Out
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
approved=true and endorsed=false

Properties

type, parent, checkedOutTo

Output:
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iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams currently in Approval Cycle
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
approvalState=CycleState.IN_PROCESS

Properties

type, parent, approvalState, approvalApplicant

Output:

iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams currently in Endorsement Cycle
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
endorsementState=CycleState.IN_PROCESS

Properties

type, parent, endorsementState, endorsementApplicant

Output:
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Process RACI Matrix
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS

Properties

parent, responsible, accountable, consulted, informed

Output:

Processes with or without Risks and Corresponding Controls
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS

Properties

Parent, hasRisk, hasRisk.isControlledBy

Output:
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Processes with Risks and Corresponding Controls
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS and hasRisk

Properties

Parent, hasRisk, hasRisk.isControlledBy

Output:

Processes with Risks, Controls, and Risk Values
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS

Properties

hasRisk.risk:category, hasRisk.isControlledBy, hasRisk.currentRiskData.risk:impact,
hasRisk.currentRiskData.risk:likelihood, hasRisk.currentRiskData.inherentRisk,
hasRisk.currentRiskData.residualRisk

Output:
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SIPOC – Process Work Products
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS and (receives or sends)

Properties

receives, sends

Output:

Systems / Applications Support Processes
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.RESOURCE and supports

Properties

Supports

Output:
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Exercise – using the ‘ancestor’ filter
Objective: In this exercise, you will create another report of processes and corresponding risks.
However, the requirement for this report is that only Processes related to an “ancestor” should be
considered, regardless of whether those processes have risks or not. In this case, the ancestor that you
will need to use is your own personal folder which shall contain ‘risky’ processes. Therefore, you
should only expect processes within that folder to be listed on the report.
To that end, you will need to create a process framework/structure in your Processes hierarchy that
includes:
•

A personal Folder (i.e., with your name on it) to store your process objects and corresponding
risks

•

2 ‘main’ Process Objects (each having children process objects), and

•

Risk Instance objects that are linked to at least 1 of the main Process Objects

The framework could look something like this:

Once you have the above folder and objects created:
1.

Create a report object called My Risky Processes and Corresponding Risks You should
store this report in your own folder in the Reports hierarchy of your repository (i.e., create the
folder if needed).

2.

Populate the Settings tab of the report so that you meet the Objective above. Your output
should be similar to the following picture. [Hint: use the filter ‘ancestor.name’ as part of the
query string in the Filter field]:
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Answer:

Exit questions:
Given the framework/structure on the previous page, what would happen if you change the ancestor
query string so that it references process object “1 Risky Process” instead of referencing your
personal folder?
Would the process object 1 Risky Process be included in the report or not? In other words, is the
ancestor filter inclusive or exclusive of the parameter that you specify? This is an important feature
of this filter.

.
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Resource Objects
In this chapter we will discuss how you can create Resource objects in the repository to represent
Organizations, Groups, Roles, and Persons.
Resources of type ‘Organization’ (e.g., XYZ Inc.) consist of a hierarchical structure of ‘Groups’
(e.g. HR, IT, Legal, Marketing, Sales), which in turn consist of ‘Roles’ (e.g., Architect, Developer,
Lead Analyst). Resources of these types are what you typically see represented as swimlanes in a
process diagram:

We recommend that when creating your hierarchical Organization structures, that you store them in a
folder named “Organizations”. You will also notice that each type of resource has a different icon, as
shown below:

Resources of type ‘Person’ typically consist of actual people’s names. These resource objects should
be stored in a separate folder in the Resources tree (i.e., a folder called “People”). Person resources
should not be used to represent swimlanes in process diagrams. Instead, they should be used to
establish RACI* relationships with other enterprise objects, such as Processes, Performance Indicators,
Risks, Controls, and even other Resource objects (i.e., Resources of types “Application” or “System”).
The following screenshot shows an example of a resource of type “Person” (i.e., Jones, Mary) and the
corresponding RACI relationships that have been defined for her. Notice that as a good practice, these
types of resource objects should be named as Last Name, First Name:
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Once RACI relationships are assigned, you can see a person’s assignments via the iGrafx Platform’s
browser interface, as discussed later on in this chapter.
*RACI = (R)esponsible (A)ccountable (C)onsulted (I)nformed

Creating an Organization Resource Model
We will refer to the resource objects depicted in the tree below as examples when describing the
steps for creating your own resource model.

Follow the steps indicated below to create a Resource Model for your organization:
Web

Client
To create a Folder to organize your resource
objects:
1.

In the repository tree, click the Resources
folder. Then right-click and choose New
Folder…

To create a Folder to organize your resource objects:
1.

In the repository tree, click the Resources folder

2.

At the bottom of the tree, click the ADD command

3.

Choose Folder as the Type and click CONTINUE

2.

Enter the name of the new folder (e.g.,
Organizations or People)

4.

Enter the name of the new folder (e.g., Organizations
or People)

3.

Enter a Summary if desired.

5.

Enter a Summary if desired

4.

Click OK

6.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by
setting the Watch this Object checkbox accordingly

7.

Click the FINISH command

To create a resource object of type
Organization:
1.

Click the folder that you’ve already
created to organize your Organizations.
Then, right-click and choose New
Resource…

2.

Type the name of your new Organization
(e.g., XYZ Inc.) in the Name field

3.

For the Resource Type, choose
Organization.
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To create a resource object of type Organization:
1.

In the repository tree Resources folder, click the
folder that you’ve already created to organize your
Organizations.

2.

At the bottom of the tree, click the ADD command

3.

Choose Resource as the Type and click CONTINUE
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4.

Enter a Summary if desired.

5.

Click OK.

To create a resource object of type Group:
1.

Click an existing resource object of type
Organization that will serve as the parent
of the Group you want to add. Then,
right-click and choose New Resource…

2.

Type the name of your new Group (e.g.,
IT) in the Name field

3.

For the Resource Type, choose Group

4.

Enter a Summary if desired.

5.

Click OK.

To create a resource object of type Role:
1.

Click an existing resource object of type
Group that will serve as the parent of the
Role you want to add. Then, right-click
and choose New Resource…

2.

Type the name of your new Role (e.g.,
Developer) in the Name field

3.

For the Resource Type, choose Role.

4.

Enter a Summary if desired.

5.

Click OK.

4.

Type the name of your new Organization (e.g., XYZ
Inc.) in the Name field

5.

For the Resource Type, choose Organization

6.

Enter a Summary if desired.

7.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by
setting the Watch this Object checkbox accordingly

8.

Click the FINISH command

To create a resource object of type Group:
1.

In the repository tree Resources folder, click an
existing resource object of type Organization that will
serve as the parent of the Group you want to add.

2.

At the bottom of the tree, click the ADD command

3.

Choose Resource as the Type and click CONTINUE

4.

Type the name of your new Group (e.g., IT) in the
Name field

5.

For the Resource Type, choose Group

6.

Enter a Summary if desired

7.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by
setting the Watch this Object checkbox accordingly

8.

Click the FINISH command

To create a resource object of type Role:
1.

In the repository tree Resources folder, click an
existing resource object of type Group that will serve
as the parent of the Role you want to add.

2.

At the bottom of the tree, click the ADD command

3.

Choose Resource as the Type and click CONTINUE

4.

Type the name of your new Role (e.g., Developer) in
the Name field

5.

For the Resource Type, choose Role

6.

Enter a Summary if desired

7.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by
setting the Watch this Object checkbox accordingly

8.

Click the FINISH command

To create a Resource object of type Person:
1.

2.

Click the folder that you’ve already
created to organize your People resource
objects. Then, right-click and choose
New Resource…
Type the name of your new Person object
(e.g., Abarca, Geovanny) in the Name
field. We recommend you use Last
Name, First Name format.

3.

For the Resource Type, choose Person.

4.

Enter a Summary if desired.

5.

Click OK.
To create a resource object of type Person:
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1.

In the repository tree Resources folder, click the
folder that you’ve already created to organize your
People resource objects.

2.

At the bottom of the tree, click the ADD command

3.

Choose Resource as the Type and click CONTINUE

4.

Type the name of your new Person object (e.g., Jones,
Mary) in the Name field. We recommend you use
Last Name, First Name format.
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5.

For the Resource Type, choose Person

6.

Enter a Summary if desired

7.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by
setting the Watch this Object checkbox accordingly

8.

Click the FINISH command

Creating Person Resource Objects based on Users
As noted in Chapter 1, everyone who needs to collaborate using the iGrafx® Platform needs a User
record created and a “User” license assigned to it, as well as a userid and password. You may
choose to create a new “Person” resource object for each User record or to link an existing “Person”
resource object to the User record.
To create a “Person” resource object based on an existing User record, perform the following steps:
1.

Invoke the User Management option within the Administration section of the iGrafx®
Platform.

2.

Ensure that the Users page is selected.

3.

Using the search edit box, search and select the User record (e.g., John Smith) for which
you want to create a Person resource object.

4.

Click the Edit command on the right-hand side of the applicable user’s name.

5.

Click the Link user to resource option at the bottom right hand side of the screen. See
callout 5 below:

6.

Select the repository where the Person resource object needs to be created.
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7.

Click the Create a new resource option. Alternately, if the Person object already exists,
and you want to link that object to the User record you’ve selected, go ahead and click
Choose an existing resource.

8.

Search and select the parent folder where the new Person object will be created. For this,
you can either enter a (partial) search string for the parent folder in the edit box, or you can
turn ON the Show Tree widget to enable you to locate and select the parent folder via a tree
(as shown in the screenshot below)

9.

Click the CONFIRM SELECTION command when done

RACI Relationships for Diagrams and Documents
iGrafx® gives you the ability to assign RACI relationships for any item stored in your repository
(e.g., igx file, diagram within an igx file, web diagram, enterprise object, non-iGrafx® file, etc.) via
its web interface. Once the item is selected via the repository tree, you can add these RACI
relationships without having to check-out the item from the repository. This can be done via the
ADD command in the Relationships tab, as depicted below.
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Viewing Resource Assignments
Once you have assigned RACI relationships to any resource object of type Person, you’ll be able to
reference that Person’s assignments via the iGrafx Platform’s browser interface, as shown below:

Leveraging Resource Objects as Swimlanes
In this section, we will discuss how you can leverage existing resource objects so that they can be
used to create or represent swimlanes in your process diagrams. There are two ways you can do
this: If you already have the swimlanes painted on your process diagram, you can associate the
existing swimlanes to a resource object. Alternately, if you are building a new process diagram or
adding a new swimlane to a diagram, you can select an existing resource object and tell iGrafx to
create a swimlane on your diagram based on that resource object. These two methods are discussed
below.

Creating New Swimlanes Based on Resource Objects
For process diagrams that are based on an igx file (i.e., as opposed to Web Diagrams), the ability to
create new swimlanes based on existing resource objects is done via the Client interface. To create
a new swimlane based on a resource object, perform the following steps, which you can follow
along with the screenshots below:
1.

Ensure you have a process diagram that you can edit (i.e., a brand new diagram or one that
is checked out) in focus on your Client authoring product (e.g., FlowCharter).

2.

Select the resource object from the repository tree (e.g., a Role such as Developer) for
which you want to create a swimlane on your diagram.

3.

Do a right-mouse click on the resource object and then select the Add Describing
Swimlane with Parents to Diagram option from the context menu.
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4.

Once you select the menu option, the diagram will be updated with a new swimlane, which
according to our example, consists of 4 levels: Organizations / XYZ Inc. / IT /
Developer. Notice that the swimlane structures now have a ‘triangle’ indicator, which
denotes that they are associated to an actual resource object. At this point, you can choose
to delete any unnecessary top level swimlane structures if the level of detail is too much.
For this example, we will delete the top two levels of the new swimlane; namely,
Organizations and XYZ Inc. To do so, first select the top-most level (e.g., Organizations)
and press the Delete key. Then, at the prompt, choose to Preserve the Children, as shown
below. Keep deleting top-most levels until you have the right level of detail.

5.

In our example, since we deleted the top 2 levels of the swimlane structure, our diagram
now looks like the diagram below. In the next section, we will associate a different
resource object to the top swimlane of our diagram (i.e., the one currently named Dept. 1).

Associating Resource Objects to Existing Swimlanes
One of the ways to associate a resource object to an existing swimlane is to select the resource
object from the repository tree and then drag it directly onto an existing swimlane structure. In this
example we will drag the Marketing Director role onto the swimlane structure called Dept. 1

This will cause the following prompt to appear. Click Yes.
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The other way to associate a resource object to an existing swimlane structure is to invoke the
Properties of the swimlane structure and then associate it to a resource object via the Describes
relationship; however, if you use this method, you will have to rename your swimlane structure
manually to match the name of the resource object.

Either one of the above methods will yield a diagram that looks like this:
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Dashboards – A Quick Overview
Dashboards in the iGrafx® Platform are typically used to provide a place where you can set up “at-aglance” views of important status and performance metrics for your enterprise. In addition to these
performance indicator (PI) views, you can use Dashboards to provide you with links to other
information in your repository, such as links to your most-commonly used Reports and Diagrams.
Another key usage of a Dashboard is to display your To-Do List, which will show the items you
need to Review, Approve, or Endorse – provided that you’ve been nominated to perform these
activities via iGrafx’s Cycle Management capabilities.
In this chapter, we will only cover how to create a Dashboard and how to set it up so that it includes
your To-Do List. iGrafx® offers a different training class that focuses on PI’s and how you can
include charts and graphs of this data on your dashboard.

Creating a Dashboard
To create a new dashboard in the iGrafx® Platform, do the following:
1. Select the Model section of the Platform to display the repository tree
2. Select the Dashboards node from the repository tree or any applicable folder within this node,
where the new Dashboard will be stored
3. Click the ADD command at the bottom right-hand corner of the repository tree
4. When the Add Object dialog box appears, select ‘Dashboard’ as the Type.
5. Enter a name for the new dashboard in the Name field
6. Optionally, enter a Summary description for the new dashboard
7. Determine if you want to ‘watch’ this object by turning the Watch this object checkbox ON/OFF
8. For the Gadgets and Layout radio button, select Empty. Alternately, you can select Copy from
Existing Dashboard if you want to copy an existing dashboard
9. Click the FINISH command
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Adding the To-Do List Gadget to a Dashboard
To add the To-Do List gadget to a dashboard in the iGrafx platform, do the following:

1.

Select the applicable Dashboard object from the repository tree

2.

Click the ADD NEW GADGET command

3.

Select the To-do gadget from the options presented

4.

Your Dashboard should now display the To-do List gadget. If you have items to Review, Approve,
or Endorse, they will be displayed here. An example is shown below:
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Security Levels, Roles, and Permissions
The iGrafx Platform allows security at 3 levels:
•

Server Instance

•

Repository

•

Item

A server instance can contain one or more repositories. Each repository has several items, and each
item can be one of the following types:
•

.igx files created by graphical Client tools (e.g. FlowCharter)

•

Non-iGrafx files (e.g. Office Word documents) added to the repository

•

Web diagrams created via the web browser interface

•

Folders

•

Enterprise objects (e.g. Processes, Resources, Strategies, Requirements, Reports, etc.),

Security in iGrafx is enforced via licenses, roles, and permissions. In Chapter 1 we already
discussed how licenses can affect access and capabilities. In this chapter, we will focus on how
Roles and Permissions can affect access. A role is a list of permissions that have been granted or
explicitly revoked (vetoed). Permissions can be thought of actions that can be taken (e.g., See
History).
The first step for implementing security is to define the various roles you want to have available for
managing information at the Server level, Repository Level, and Item level. Out of the box, iGrafx
comes with various pre-defined Roles for each of these three levels, but you can define additional
roles if you wish. Some sample roles include: Administrator, Author, Viewer. Each role has
applicable permissions granted to it. Once you have all roles defined (at all 3 levels), you need to
assign those roles to Users or Groups of Users. Once roles are assigned to Users or Groups of
Users, then they are bound to those permissions at each level. Provided that you have the
appropriate permissions, you can re-assign roles and/or Permissions to Users or Groups of Users, at
any level, at any time. The diagram below shows how these concepts are related. Note that the
permissions are different, depending on whether they pertain to an Item, a Repository, or a Server
Instance of the Platform:
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Viewing Effective Permissions
The permissions a user has to take action on a repository item are determined by a few factors:
 The role that the user has been given for that item
 The role that the user has inherited from the parent(s) of the item
 The license(s) the user has been assigned
If there’s ever a doubt as to why a user cannot perform a certain action on an item, you can check
on the ‘effective permission’ that the user has for that item to better understand the reason. This is
done via the “View Effective Permissions” command, as described below:
Web

Client
1.

In the Repository tree window, select the
repository item in question.

2.

From the Repositories menu choose Item
then “Effective Permissions”.

3.

The web tree view of the object is displayed
with the Permissions tab visible

4.

Continue below.

1.

Select the repository item in question.

2.

Choose the Permissions tab of that item.

3.

Continue below.

Model area, Permissions tab
1.

2.

If you don’t have administer permission for the selected object, then the
effective permissions are immediately displayed when viewing the web
Permissions page. Otherwise, if you are an Administrator, you can browse
the effective permission of any user for any given item:
2.

Under “Item Role Assignments”, click

3.

From the drop-down list, choose the User in question.

4.

The user’s effective permissions are displayed.

To see how the permissions were determined, click “Show Why”:
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3.

As you can see below, two tables are displayed.

The table on the left hand side shows the actions the user could possibly do on
the item (e.g., View, Print, See Unapproved), whether the user has permission
to do the action (i.e., green check mark or red x), and the Role assignment that
the user has for the selected item’s parent (Viewer).
The table on the right hand side shows the effect the licenses (currently
assigned to the user) have for each action, as well as the overall effective
permission for each action
It is possible that the user has been assigned the applicable license to enable
an action (e.g., Annotate), yet the permission to an action such as Annotate
has been denied for the item because of the role the user has on the item itself
or its parent. In the example above, the Viewer role that the user has for the
item’s parent has been inherited by the item itself; thus, causing the effective
permission to Annotate the item to be derived as DENIED (i.e., a red X).
On the other hand, it is possible that the user may have the permission to take
action on the item (via the Role), but cannot do the action because the license
that enables this capability has not been assigned to the user. This would be
reflected with a red X under the “Licensed for Activity” column. Recall, that
the capabilities provided by licenses are discussed in Chapter 1.
The bottom line in this example is that this user is not able to Annotate the
item because the user has the role of Viewer for the item, which was inherited
by the user’s role for the item’s parent.
Refer to the “Evaluating Combined Permissions” section of this chapter for
additional details and examples on how effective permissions are derived.
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Controlling Access to a Repository Item
You can control access to an item in the repository via its Permissions tab. Recall that a repository
item can be an iGrafx file, a non-iGrafx file, a Web Diagram, a Folder, or an Enterprise Object.
Once you are in the Permissions tab of the item, you can alter the access a user or group has on the
item by granting the user or group an applicable role for the item in question. This new role is
typically different than the role the user or group already has for other items in the repository.
In this example, we will assign the role of Author to a (e.g., Cherly Abrams), who currently only
has the role of Viewer. However, this role will only apply for a specific item in the repository
(e.g., a web diagram named Full Time Employee Hiring Process).
To that end, perform the following steps. You can use the screenshot below for reference as you
do each step:
1. Select the applicable item in the repository for which the permissions need to change.
Although in this example we’re going to choose a web diagram, recall, that an item can be
a folder, a grouping of enterprise objects, an igx file, and even the entire repository
(node).
2. Click on its Permissions tab (right hand side)
3. Click on the ASSIGN ROLE TO USER/GROUP command
4. Search and select the name of the specific individual or group for which the required
permission needs to be set (e.g., Cherly). Once selected, click CONTINUE.
5. Search and select the new applicable Role (e.g., Author) that you want to grant to the
selected user, as it relates to the item selected in step 1.
6. Click FINISH
7. The screen now reflects that for the selected item in the tree, Cherly has Author role.
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Creating Groups of Users
To easily manage the security of the iGrafx Platform, Roles are typically assigned to Groups of
Users instead of assigning the roles to individual users. It stands to reason that before you can
assign the role to a group, you must first create the group and then identify the users (members) that
make up that group.
As an example, in this section we will create a new Group called Process Engineers. Then we will
assign a user (John Smith) to this group. In the next section of the manual we will discuss how you
can assign a role to this new group, which is our ultimate goal.
To create a group and its corresponding users, perform the following steps. You can also refer to
the snapshot below the steps. You can use the screenshot below for reference as you do each step:
1.

Select the “User Management” option under the “Administration” section of the Platform
Navigation pane.

2.

Select “Groups”

3.

Click the CREATE GROUP command

4.

Enter the applicable group name (e.g., “Process Engineers”)

5.

Click the Create Group button

6.

Once the newly-created group appears, click the ADD USER/GROUP command to search
and select the member(s) for that group

7.

Search and select the name(s) of the individual(s) that you want to include in this group
(e.g., John Smith)

8.

Click the CONFIRM SELECTION command when done
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Assigning Roles to Groups
In this section, we will assign a role to the Process Engineers group that we created in the previous
section. Specifically, we will assign the Item-level role called “Author”, but this role will only
apply within a specified repository. This role contains the necessary permissions to enable process
engineers to create and edit items that can be stored in the repository, such as process diagrams.
NOTE: Out of the box, iGrafx has various Roles already defined at the Server, Repository, and
Item levels. The screenshot below shows the various roles that come out-of-the-box at the Item
level. These roles plus any other roles defined by your Platform Administrator can be assigned to
your own Groups of users. We will use the item-level role called “Author” that comes out-of-thebox.

To assign an existing Item-level Role (e.g., Author) to an existing Group (e.g., Process Engineers),
in a specified repository, perform the following steps. You can use the screenshot below for
reference as you do each step.
1.

Select the “Model” option in the Platform Navigation pane.

2.

On the repository tree, click on the repository node (i.e., repository name)

3.

On the right-hand side of the tree, click PERMISSIONS

4.

Click the ASSIGN ROLE TO USER / GROUP command
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5.

Search and select the Group (e.g., Process Engineers) that you wish to assign the role of
Author. Once selected, press CONTINUE

6.

Search and select the Role (e.g., Author) that you wish to assign to the selected group

7.

Click FINISH

Now when you click on the repository node (e.g. Training), and view its applicable item
permissions, you can see that the users that make up the Process Engineers group have the
role of Author, as shown below:
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Item Permissions - Definitions
The table below gives detailed descriptions of the provided item permissions:

Permission

Definition

View

See items in the repository tree and search and query results. Users who do not
have View permissions on a folder in the tree cannot see the folder, even if
they have view permissions for some items within the folder.

Annotate

Add annotations to an item and edit your own annotations.

Print

Publish or print an item.

See Unapproved

See and retrieve unapproved versions of an item. If a user does not have this
permission, they cannot see items that do not have any approved versions. If
they have “See History” permission, they can only see previously approved
versions.

See History

See (and retrieve from) the history of an item. Depending on the See
Unapproved permission, the history shows only approved versions, or all
versions. This permission also enables the View Labeled Version command.

Modify

Check out and check in documents, diagrams, and components. Does not apply
to folders. The user can modify project status for items owned by them. If their
modify rights are revoked while an item is checked out, they can choose the
Undo Check Out command, but cannot check in the item.

Create

Create new items. For folders, create permissions are needed to:
• Add any new items to the folder
• Move any items into the folder
For all items, create permissions are necessary to “move” the item.

Delete

Delete an item from the repository. Required for moving an item from a folder.

Rename

Rename an item in the repository.
Allows moving a repository item to another location in the repository.
Note: To be able to move an item out of the source location into a target
location, the user:

Move

•
•

requires Move permission on the repository item
requires Create permission on the target location

•
•
•

does not require Delete permission on the source location
does not require Delete permission on the item itself
does not require Move permission on the target location

Set Reviewers

Add, change, or delete users in review cycles. This permission does not
provide the ability to start review cycles.

Set Approvers

Add, change, or delete users in approval cycles. This permission does not
provide the ability to start approval cycles.
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Set Endorsers

Add, change, or delete users in endorsement cycles. This permission does not
provide the ability to start endorsement cycles.

Manage Review Cycle

Schedule review cycles.
Start review cycles.

Manage Approval Cycle

Schedule approval cycles.
Start approval cycles.

Manage Endorsement
Cycle

Schedule endorsement cycles.
Start endorsement cycles.

Manage Elective
Watchers

Assign optional watchers for a given repository item. You can assign specific
Users or Groups of Users as optional watchers.

Manage Required
Watchers

Assign required watchers for a given repository item. You can assign specific
Users or Groups of Users as required watchers.

Modify Project Status

Change project status parameters in the client Repository Item Properties
dialog box, Repository Properties page, Project Status tab for an item you do
not own.

Administer

•
•
•
•

Assign and remove role assignments
Transfer item ownership
Cancel pending approval applications
Undo check out for items not checked out by the user.

Add Risk Data

Allow user to enter readings (data points) of risk data.

Modify Risk Data

Allow user to modify readings (data points) of risk data.
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Repository Permissions - Definitions
The table below gives detailed descriptions of the provided repository permissions:

Permission
Use Repository
View Repository Tree
Edit Performance Indicator Data

Manage Repository

Manage Custom Properties
Assign Repository Roles
Set Any Item Permissions
Manage Risk Configuration
Manage Control Configuration
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Definition
Required to view or edit the repository in the Model area.
Enable visibility to the repository tree for navigation. Also enables the “Show
Ancestors” breadcrumb navigation option.
When on a Performance Indicator object, the “Add Data Point” command is
available on the Data tab.
Access these pages in the Configuration Area:
• Policies
• Email Notifications
• Cycle Groups
• Resources
• Customization
• Item Properties
• Languages
• Advanced
Access these pages in the Configuration Area:
• Custom Properties
Access the Access the Administration Area / Security Roles / Repository Role
Assignments tab where Users are assigned Repository Roles.
For repository items, the “Assign Role to User / Group” command is available
on the Permissions tab.
Access the following page in the Configuration Area:
• Risks
Access the following page in the Configuration Area:
• Controls
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Server Permissions - Definitions
The table below gives detailed descriptions of the provided server permissions:

Permission
Use Application
Manage Licenses
Can Customize

Definition
Required to log in.
Access and use the Administration Area / License page which includes License
Management (e.g. Activate New License) and License Assignment tabs.
Access the Administration Area / Customization page which includes
Appearance, Dynamic Links, Chart Color Schemes, User Display Names, and
Localization Properties

Create Repositories

Create repositories, register repositories and view repository settings.

Delete Repository

Delete repositories, unregister repositories and view repository settings.

Manage User Directories
View Users and Groups
Manage Users and
Groups

Manage Password
Policies

Assign Server Roles
Edit Server Settings
Manage Server Roles

Manage Repository Roles

Access the Administration Area / User Management page / Directories tab
which includes the “Add New Directory” command.
Access the Administration Area / User Management page to view existing
Users and Groups. If a user has “Manage Users and Groups” Permission then
they can view Users and Groups regardless of this permission.
Access the Administration Area / User Management page / Users tab (Create,
Edit, Disable and Delete User) and Groups tab (Create, Rename, and Delete
Group).
Access the Administration Area / User Management page / Password Policies
tab where these password complexity settings are made:
• Minimum number of characters
• Minimum number of capital letters
• Minimum number of special characters
• Minimum number of number characters
Access the Access the Administration Area / Security Roles / Server Role
Assignments tab where Users are assigned Server Roles.
Access the Administration / Server Setting page where server configuration,
email settings, database settings and check for software updates is performed.
Access the Administration Area / Security Roles / Server Roles tab
(permissions are Granted, Unset, or Vetoed on Server Roles) and Server Role
Assignments tab (Users assigned Server Roles).
Access the Administration Area / Security Roles / Repository Roles tab
(permissions are Granted, Unset, or Vetoed on Repository Roles) and
Repository Role Assignments tab (Users assigned Repository Roles).

Manage Item Roles

Access the Administration Area / Security Roles / Item Roles tab where
permissions are Granted, Unset, or Vetoed on Item Roles.

Configure Repositories

Access the Repository Configuration Area with commands for these topics:
• Custom Properties
• Policies
• Email Notifications
• Cycle Groups
• Resources
• Customization
• Item Properties
• Languages
• Advanced
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Permission

Access Support Features

Definition
Access the Administration Area / Support page with commands for these
topics:
• System information
• Performance Log
• System Cache
• System Logs
• Logging Settings
• API Documentation
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Evaluating Combined Permissions
As discussed earlier, a user’s effective permissions for an item are primarily determined by role assignments
for the user (or groups the user belongs to) on an item or the item’s parents. This allows needed control over
repository content.
For example, an organization could give a group of ‘Authors’ access to a repository folder, but restrict that
group’s access to other repository content. Imagine a company with authors in the Accounting and Marketing
groups. Each group can add and edit iGrafx diagrams in their assigned repository folder but are not allowed
to view repository content outside their dedicated folders.
To implement this configuration, the administrator assigns the “None” item role to both the Accounting and
Marketing groups on the repository root object. Further down the hierarchy, on the “Accounting Processes”
folder, the Accounting group is assigned the Author role. On the “Marketing Processes” folder, the
Marketing group is assigned the Author role. Now, members of each group can only author in their folder
(and its sub-folders) while not seeing other repository content.
Assigning roles in the Platform typically gives intuitive results like the example above where group role
assignments on an item override group role assignments of an items parent. Be aware, however, that
permissions are calculated separately for the user and each group the user belongs to and then combined to
determine the final effective permissions for an item.
Therefore, it may be necessary to understand the details for setting effective permissions documented below.
This procedure is supplemented with a flowchart and permissions table on the following pages.

Determining Item Permissions
Main procedure
•

If the user is the “Administrative Owner” of the item, then the user has every permission on the item
(shape 1 on next page). Otherwise proceed to the next bullet.

•

Follow the "Bubble Up" procedure (shape 2) described below for the user and, separately, for
every group (shape 3) the user belongs to. This determines a permission-set for the specific user and
a permission-set for each group the user belongs to.

•

Combine the permission-sets (shape 4) as specified by the Permissions Table (displayed after the
flowchart): a specific permission is granted if any of the permission-sets grant it and none deny it.

•

If the user has the special "Edit Any Item Permission" repository-level permission, then also grant
the user (if not already granted) “View”, “View unapproved”, and “Administer” permissions (shape
5).

“Bubble Up” procedure
Work your way up the repository tree from the item to the root, and stop when you find an item with any role
assignments for the user or group the user belongs to:
•

Does the user or group have one or more role assignments on the item? If yes, then use the role
permissions (shape 2a) or combine multiple role permissions (shape 2b) as determined by the
Permissions Table and return the result. If not, continue to the next bullet.

•

Does the item have a parent? If not, return an empty (no grants and no denies) permission-set (shape
2c).

•

Change the item to inspect to the item's parent (shape 2d).
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Permissions Flowchart
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Permissions Table
For any permission (e.g. Modify, Create, etc.), this table displays the user’s effective permission when
multiple permission sets are combined (shapes 2b and 4 in the above flowchart) for a repository item:
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Examples of Combined Permissions
These examples give the results of various combinations of item role assignments in a repository hierarchy.
For all the examples, assume the following:
• The “Order Entry” diagram is in the “Marketing Processes” folder
• Jane belongs to the “Marketing” group
• The default permissions are defined for the roles shown
1.

Group role assignment example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
None

Result: Jane has no effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram.
2.

Group role assignments example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
None
Author

Result: Jane’s effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram are equivalent to Author
permissions.
3.

User and Group role assignments example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
None

Author

Result: Jane’s effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram are equivalent to Author
permissions.
4.

User role assignments example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group

Author

Result: Jane’s effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram are equivalent to Author
permissions.
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5.

Combined user and group role assignments example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
Deny all

Administrator

Result: Jane has no effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram. Her effective permissions
are a combination of the Administrator and Deny all roles. Because the Deny all role vetoes all
permissions, Jane has no effective permissions.
6.

In this example, Jane is a member of both the “Marketing Admin” and “Marketing” groups and
there are no user role assignments:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for “Marketing
Admin” group

Roles for “Marketing”
group
Deny all

Administrator

Result: Jane has no effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram for the same reasons given
in example 5.
7.

Group role assignments example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
Deny all
Administrator

Result: Jane’s effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram are equivalent to Administrator
permissions.
8.

Jane is denied example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
Administrator
None

Deny all

Result: Jane has no effective permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram. Her effective permissions
are a combination of the Deny all, and None roles. Because the Deny all role vetoes all permissions,
Jane has no effective permissions.
9.

Jane is administrator example:
Item
Root folder
“Marketing Processes” folder
“Order Entry” diagram

Roles for Jane

Roles for “Marketing” group
Viewer, Author

Deny all
Administrator

Result: Jane has administrator permissions on the “Order Entry” diagram. Her effective permissions
are a combination of the Administrator, Viewer, and Author roles. The Deny all role assignment is
ignored.
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iGrafx Training Course Evaluation
Instructions: Please rate the training course from 1 to 5 in the following areas:
Section #1:

The Course

The Pace Of The Course
The Structure Of The Course
The Value of the Exercises
The Quality of the Materials
Overall Evaluation Of The Course
Section #2:

The Instructor

The Instructor’s Preparation
The Instructor’s Presentation
The Instructor’s Knowledge Of iGrafx
The Overall Quality Of The Instructor
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Instructions: Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following
statements:
Section 3: Recommendations

strongly disagree
no
agree
disagree
opinion

The course met my objectives.
I would recommend this course to others.

1
1

2
2

3
3
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agree

4
4

Comments: Please add any comments or suggestions for improving the training course:

(Optional)
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